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EDITOR COMMENTS
R o m a n L o y o l a ’s re v i e w o f
macOS Sierra on pages 8-14 is
excellent and extensive. The
following links provide you with
additional info on some Sierra’s
best features.!
7 Of The Best macOS Sierra
Features. tinyurl.com/jr96j3o. !
How To Use The Tabs Feature.
tinyurl.com/zb6ydmc.!
Getting Siri Working On Your
Mac. tinyurl.com/zond5qu.!
Using Picture-In-Picture.
tinyurl.com/hgm2svn.!
Apple's iMessage Finally Grows
Up tinyurl.com/jpqqho2.!
Keep Folders On Top In Finder.
tinyurl.com/j6u3gr6.!
How To Use iCloud Drive’s new
Desktop & Documents.
tinyurl.com/jgmp3uw.!
How to Use Tabbed Windows.
tinyurl.com/gro9bkx.!
How to Set Up Universal
Clipboard for Your Mac & iOS
Devices. tinyurl.com/hfedwc4.!

MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

Yahoo Database Hack, Sierra, iPhone 7 Issue
Inside The Tin Man's Heart Part II
An Easy Guide for Do It Yourself Upgrades and Repairs!
Macs are insanely great! We just love our Macs, because they
are reliable, beautiful and run like a charm. But sometimes, they
can balk at our commands. They may not startup or shutdown.
Ahhh-- DVD stuck in the slot again? The''E'' key on the
keyboard not working?!
Back by popular demand!! At the October Meeting we will open
the computer and take a good look at the very heart of the Mac.
Last year (March 2015) we tested and changed the battery,
replaced the hard drive and set the jumpers, and added memory
(RAM). This year we will change the optical (CD/DVD) drive and
the power supply. We also will review procedures you can do to
diagnose problems on your sick Mac and move it from the
emergency room to the recovery room.!
Sue Czarneck's first Mac was an SE30. It worked faithfully for over 20 years! With a full stable of
champion PPC and Intel Macs at home for her family, her favorite Mac is her trusty and sure-footed
iBook G4. Sue is a molecular biologist, cardiovascular researcher, and a summer stargazer.
OCTOBER LOCATION
REMEMBER - We will meet at Hersheys Mill in West Chester. Take Greenhill to Hersheys
Drive entry and go up hill to Community Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/hnkbg2z.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to
discuss Apple’s current operating
systems, using your Macs &
iDevices, & various applications, &
have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.

MLMUG Email list!
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.!
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
o#cer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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New Users SIG!
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.!
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.!
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.!
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.!
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due. !
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:!
" Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.!
" Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.!
" Useful free items at the monthly Ra#es. !
" Discounts. Vendors o$er special prices to User
Group members.!
" Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.!
" MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group. !
" Reviewers keep items reviewed.!
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:!
Treasurer, MLMUG!
P.O. Box 1374!
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pet’s name?” could be “1922 Ford “ or “Green 372”. Record
the answers somewhere; it’s di#cult to remember them!
3. Check out your account profile. Make sure your personal
information hasn’t been changed, particularly your recovery
email address and telephone number.!

Bookmarks
What To Do After The Yahoo Breach

4. Change your password on other sites where you have used
the same password as the hacked site. Never use the same
password on another site!!

By Mark Bazrod
Information associated with at least 500 million Yahoo user
accounts has been stolen! That’s the largest breach ever of a
customer database. The information may have included names,
email addresses, telephone numbers, dates of birth, passwords,
and security questions and answers. It occurred about two years
ago, but was just recently discovered. Yahoo believes it was done
by state-sponsored hackers, probably from Russia or China. The
breach includes Tumblr and Flickr; they are owned by Yahoo. !

5. Change your password on other sites if the password is in
any way similar to the hacked password. For example, if you
use an 10-digit password as the base for all passwords and
then append some characters which identify the site, it’s
probably better to start over and use a long, random password.
Let’s say I use “cats&dogs9” as my base (I don’t) and add
“yaho” for the Yahoo site and “wells” for the Wells Fargo site.
Should I change both? Probably, to be on the safe side. But
what if you have hundred passwords that start with
“cats&dogs9”? It’s going take time so I will do the most
important ones first and gradually work through the rest.!

Some hacks might have a financial e$ect, such as hacking into
bank or financial institution databases to access accounts and
steal money. Some hacks are attempts to gain information about
you so it can be combined with other information, enabling the
hacker to apply for credit cards or loans in your name. Others are
attempts to be able to access your computer to use it with other
computers to send out spam, etc. Whatever the reason, we need
to be vigilant and take actions to reduce our exposure to hackers.!

6. Use a password manager such as 1Password, Dashlane or
LastPass, particularly if you have more than 25 passwords (my
arbitrary number). Password managers generate long random
passwords, store them in encrypted form, and apply them
when you log onto a site. You don’t have to remember or type
long passwords. They do require a master password so you
better make that one long. I suggest at least 20 characters.
See last month’s column.!

So what action should you take to try to protect yourself from the
e$ects of the Yahoo breach or any other breach?!
1. The most important step you should take is to immediately
change the password for the breached site. Do it even if you
have changed your password after the breach occurred or was
discovered. You have no idea if the cause of the breach is still
lurking somewhere in your system.!

7. See if any of your email accounts (including non-Yahoo
accounts) have been hacked. Although passwords and email
addresses are di$erent animals, hackers could use email
addresses to help getting into your accounts. Type your Yahoo
email into 3 free sites: BreachAlarm.com,
haveibeenpwned.com and hacked-emails.com. They will check
to see if any breached databases contained your email

2. Change your security questions and answers. Now is a
good time to make the answers not related to you or even
nonsensical. For example, the answer to “What is your favorite
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Nicole Perlrothsept posted the following article to nytimes.com on
September 22, 2016. tinyurl.com/ja7b3m3. © The New York Times
Company. She is a technology reporter for The New York Times,
covers cybersecurity and privacy for the Bits blog and for print.

address. The free service of BreachAlarm found 5 instances of
my email address in breached databases, but did not disclose
the names of the sites.. The $10 yearly fee version will. The
second site found my email address in 4 disclosed breaches;
the third, in 7 disclosed breaches.!

Yahoo Says Hackers Stole Data On 500 Million Users
In 2014

I am starting to change my passwords, starting with those in
breached databases.!

By Nicole Perlrothsept

8. Scan your computer with an updated anti-virus program to
see if there are any remains of malware. I prefer Malwarebytes.!

The announcement of the breach at Yahoo comes as Verizon
Communications moves forward with its $4.8 billion acquisition of
the company. Credit Mike Blake/Reuters!

9. Enable two-factor authentication. You ask to receive a text
message to your iPhone, iPad, or Mac or a call to your phone
that includes a string of numbers you need to enter before
logging in. It is a bit inconvenient, but I would certainly use it
on sites with sensitive information, such as any financial
institution. For detailed information go to an Apple article at
apple.com.support.apple.com/en-us/HT204915.!

SAN FRANCISCO — Yahoo announced on Thursday that the
account information of at least 500 million users was stolen by
hackers two years ago, in the biggest known intrusion of one
company’s computer network!
In a statement, Yahoo said user information — including names,
email addresses, telephone numbers, birth dates, encrypted
passwords and, in some cases, security questions — was
compromised in 2014 by what it believed was a “state-sponsored
actor.”!

Conclusions.
It’s clear that if a database which you access has been breached,
you should at a minimum:!
1. Change your password .!

While Yahoo did not name the country involved, how the company
discovered the hack nearly two years after the fact o$ered a
glimpse at the complicated and mysterious world of the
underground web.!

2. Change your security questions and answers.!
3. Check your account profile.!
Whether you take the other steps depends upon your sensitivity to
risk, the time you’re willing to take to protect yourself, and the
importance of the hacked database to your activities. "

The hack of Yahoo, still one of the internet’s busiest sites with one
billion monthly users, also has far-reaching implications for both
consumers and one of America’s largest companies, Verizon
Communications, which is in the process of acquiring Yahoo for
$4.8 billion. Yahoo Mail is one of the oldest free email services, and
many users have built their digital identities around it, from their
bank accounts to photo albums and even medical information.!
Changing Yahoo passwords will be just the start for many users.
They’ll also have to comb through other services to make sure
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passwords used on those sites aren’t too similar to what they were
using on Yahoo. And if they weren’t doing so already, they’ll have
to treat everything they receive online with an abundance of
suspicion, in case hackers are trying to trick them out of even
more information.!
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But such security is often overlooked by investors, even though
breaches can result in stolen intellectual property, compromised
user accounts and class-action lawsuits. To date, no law requires
such security checks as part of due diligence.!
“Cybersecurity can absolutely a$ect a valuation, and these are
important questions that investors need to be asking,” said Jacob
Olcott, vice president of BitSight Technologies, a security
company.!

The company said as much in an email to users that warned it was
invalidating existing security questions — things like your mother’s
maiden name or the name of the street you grew up on — and
asked users to change their passwords. Yahoo also said it was
working with law enforcement in their investigation and
encouraged people to change up the security on other online
accounts and monitor those accounts for suspicious activity as
well.!

Yahoo said it learned of the data breach this summer after hackers
posted to underground forums and online marketplaces what they
claimed was stolen Yahoo data. A Yahoo security team was unable
to verify those claims. But what they eventually found was worse:
a breach by what they believe was a state-sponsored actor that
dated back to 2014.!

“The stolen Yahoo data is critical because it not only leads to a
single system but to users’ connections to their banks, social
media profiles, other financial services and users’ friends and
family,” said Alex Holden, the founder of Hold Security, which has
been tracking the flow of stolen Yahoo credentials on the
underground web. “This is one of the biggest breaches of people’s
privacy and very far-reaching.”!

A potential breach of Yahoo’s systems was first reported by the
tech news site Recode early Thursday morning.!
The first sign that something was amiss appeared in June, when a
Russian hacker who goes by the user name Tessa88 started
mentioning, in underground web forums, a new trove of stolen
Yahoo data, Mr. Holden said. In July, Tessa88 supplied a sample of
the stolen collection to people in the so-called underground web
for authentication.!

The Yahoo hack also adds another miscue to what has been a
troubled sale of a long-troubled company. In July, Verizon said it
would acquire the internet pioneer, roughly a month before Yahoo
security experts started looking into whether the site had been
hacked. It is unclear what e$ect, if any, the breach will have on
Yahoo’s sale price.!

The sample contained valid Yahoo user accounts, but it was
unclear whether the data was from a breach of a third-party
service or Yahoo itself. And it was not clear whether it came from a
recent Yahoo breach or a previous incident in 2012, when the
internet service acknowledged that more than 450,000 user
accounts were compromised.!

In a statement on Thursday, a Verizon spokesman, Bob Varettoni,
said his company learned of the breach of Yahoo’s systems only
two days ago and had “limited information and understanding of
the impact.”!

Then, in August, a second hacker who goes by the alias Peace of
Mind began o$ering a large collection of stolen Yahoo credentials
— including user names, easily cracked passwords, birth dates,
ZIP codes and email addresses — on a site called TheRealDeal,
where hackers can buy and sell stolen data, Mr. Holden said.!

It is unclear whether security testing — such as a test to see if
security experts could break into the Yahoo network — was
performed as part of Verizon’s due diligence process before it
agreed to the acquisition.!
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MLMUG September 10, 2016 Meeting Minutes

TheRealDeal uses Tor, the anonymity software, and Bitcoin, the
digital currency, to hide the identities of buyers, sellers and
administrators who are trading attack methods and stolen data.!

By Mark Bazrod, Secretary!
Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting for the
MLMUG University at 9:05 AM at the Ludington Library in Bryn
Mawr. There were about 45 members present.!

After looking into that data, Yahoo did not find evidence that the
stolen credentials came from its own systems. But it did find
evidence of a far more serious breach of its systems two years
earlier.!

COMMON SENSE COMPUTING. Paul Del Rossi.
Paul is a member of the Mac Programming SIG.!

Two years is an unusually long time to identify a hacking incident.
According to the Ponemon Institute, which tracks data breaches,
the average time it takes organizations to identify such an attack is
191 days, and the average time to contain a breach is 58 days
after discovery.!

The 10 Most Common Security Threats
1. Malware. General term covering all malicious software.!
2. Computer virus. Small piece of software that can spread from
one infected computer to other. It corrupts, steals or deletes
data.!

Security experts say the breach could bring about class-action
lawsuits, in addition to other costs. An annual report by the
Ponemon Institute in July found that the costs to remediate a data
breach is $221 per stolen record. Added up, that would top
Yahoo’s $4.8 billion sale price.!

3. Rogue security software, scareware or ransomware. It appears
in a popup window and attempts to extort money or scare you.!
4. Trojan Horse. It looks legitimate, it downloads and installs itself
on your computer and you do not know it is there. It can record
passwords, login keystrokes, control your camera, etc. Look at
Activity Monitor to see what unusual programs are using a lot of
cpu or memory. Use Activity Monitor to kill them. !

Thursday afternoon, Senator Mark R. Warner, a Democrat from
Virginia and former technology executive, issued a statement that
said the “seriousness of this breach at Yahoo is huge.”!
He weighed in with a call for a federal “breach notification
standard” to replace data notification laws that vary by state.
Senator Warner added that he was “most troubled” that the public
was only learning of the incident two years after it happened."

5. Spyware. A Trojan Horse to spy on victims. Key logger. Some
legitimate uses. Parents and businesses with networks use it. !
6. Computer worms. Copies itself from one computer to another
very fast. Frequently uses contact list. Windows 7 was the first
time you needed an admin password. Macs had from beginning.
No program can be installed without admin password. !
If infected, turn machine o$ or disconnect WiFi. On Windows go
to Safe Mode. In 12 years on Mac, he hasn't seen a computer
worm.!
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7. Botnet. Group of computers connected to Internet and
commanded by another computer. Used in denial of service
attacks. Server gets overloaded and shuts down. No server is
immune. !
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8. Spam. Unwanted messages in email inbox. Most are harmless.!
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6. Email and Internet. Ignore unsolicited email and be careful, even
of email from friend that looks fishy. Never click an email o$ering
something free. Mouse over the sender address to see the real
address.!

9. Phishing. Fraudulent attempt to obtain private information.
Appears to be legitimate. Often is a request to update. Mouse
over link and check where it comes from. Never respond to this
type of request. If you think invalid, go directly to the real link in
your browser. !

7. Virtual machines. Best is VMware (free and $250 versions).
Others are VirtualBox, Parallels, and Boot Camp. The latter is
not a virtual machine, but provides dual boot capability. !

10.Root kit. Collection of tools used to obtain administrator access
to a computer or network.!

8. Secure connections. TeamViewer has free Remote Desktop
software. Enables one computer to control another.!

Safe Computing Tips

9. Using sensitive data. Deleting a file merely erases it from your
directory. You need to do a secure delete which overwrites the
file. Also, encrypt phone backup to iTunes or Mac.!

1. Patch, patch, patch. Turn on automatic software and operating
system updates. Normally for security problems. Set
Preferences to download and notify you when to install
available. (Preferences - AppStore). Unpatched machines are
more vulnerable. !

10.Firewalls. Use WPA2 access. No firewall for iOS. On your router
deny access to all but typed in addresses.!

USING 1PASSWORD. MIKE INSKEEP.

2. Protective software. Free apps include Avast, Malwarebytes,
Sophos, and Bitdefender. You will see many ads trying to get
you to buy a more powerful version. You can set the programs
to scan the most vulnerable apps - email, email attachments
and browser usage. An alternative is to use virtual machines for
vulnerable activity.. Everything you see on a Mac, is downloaded
to the Mac and rendered by browser in temporary Internet files.
Be careful of sites giving free software . Lot of malware is
hidden in the downloaded material.!

Mike has supported Macs since 1988.!
1Password, which Mike uses, is a password manager which can
store passwords, generate new passwords, log you into a site, and
store other sensitive data. It syncs automatically to your other
devices.!
If you use a password manager - and you should - you only have
to remember your Mac login password, your password manager
password, and your Apple ID password. Make sure your
1Password password is strong - at least 15 or 16 characters.
(Editor - I think 20 is preferable.). !

3. Strong passwords. Passwords should have nothing to do with
your personal info. Use letters, caps, numbers and symbols.
Add website name to a strong password. Use a totally di$erent
password for financial sites. Two factor authentication helps. !

Your life will become more secure and more convenient. There is
no need to type passwords. They are stored in encrypted format
on your Mac and you can store them on the 1Password site if you
want. You can open 1Password on the iPhone with Touch ID.!

4. Backup, backup, backup. How often you do it depends on how
much you are willing to lose. Keep a few months o$site.
Consider o$site backup. There are full, incremental, and
di$erential backups. The last has everything since last full
backup. !

Passwords are both saved and transmitted in encrypted format.
It’s easy to change old weak passwords. Also, you get security
alerts for compromised sites. !

5. Control your machine. Use a password to access and be careful
of physical security. !
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To run 1Password, you need at least OS X 10.10 (Yosemite), iOS 9,
or Android 4 on a 4.3” screen.!
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Get the app from the App Store, drag it to Applications. Launch it
by double-clicking on its icon. When its icon appears in the Dock
at the bottom of the screen, click and hold until the menu pops up.
Click Options - Keep in Dock. Scan in the QR Code which has
your email address, account key and master password or copy
and paste them from your temporary document.!

Versions. For the Mac the standalone version is $65 a year or $49
(with discount code from MLMUG). You get 6 months free. An iOS
version is free. If you want all the 1Password features, it’s only $10.
So the total cost is $75 for all devices with all features ($59 with
the MLMUG discount).!

When you first launch it, 1Password prompts you to determine
some settings. Lock 1Password after computer is idle for 5
minutes. No need to lock when 1Password is closed if you will be
going back on the Internet.!

There is a new subscription plan. It’s $36 for one year for all
devices. The first 6 months are free for a new user. A family
subscription is $60 a year for up to 5 users. You can add more
users for $12 each a year. Upgrades are free. There are personal
and shared vaults. Every two years or so there has been a major
upgrade. Thus, it’s $72 for a subscription plan v. $75 for the
standalone plan. Basically, the price is the same, but there are
more features in the subscription plan,including access to the
1Password website and the ability to view a history of all changes,
including answers to security changes. It’s also easier to set up.!

1Password Mini is handy. It puts a 1Password icon in the menu
bar and allows you to quickly access 1Password features. Get the
Newsletter if you wish. !
There are sections for logins, secure notes, credit cards,
identity,and passwords. !
Install browser extensions that are available for Safari, Firefox, and
Chrome. Click on “1Password” next to % on the main menu at the
top left of the screen and drag to “Install Browser Extensions…”
For Safari, you’ll need to double-click on 1Password.safariextz in
your Downloads folder. Firefox and Chrome will automatically o$er
to install the extension after you download it. Once installed, you’ll
see the 1Password icon on your browser’s toolbar at the top of its
window.!

Mike demonstrated how to set up and use the 1Password
subscription version You can try 1Password for free.!
First open up a temporary document inTextEdit or another word
processing program. Enter your email address, your name and a
master password for 1Password. He used 4 words for his
password generated by the Diceware passphrase generator at:
https://entima.net/diceware/.!

You can migrate passwords to 1Password. Go to a website, log in,
and you will be asked if want to add the login information for this
website to 1Password. Agree. This saves the old password.!

You start by signing up at 1password.com. 1Password will email
you a sign-in (website) address and a very long account key. Copy
them into your temporary document. Then click the “Let’s get
started” link in the email note. Sign in. You can copy and paste
your email address, account key, and master password from your
temporary document. Save the account key and master password
in keychain if you are asked.!

It’s best to sign out of the& website when you are done so others
cannot piggyback on your browser sessions. Immediately sign in
again to make sure everything works. Fill in your user name and
password by clicking on the 1Password icon on your browser’s
toolbar (at the top of the window).!

On your 1Password Home screen, click on the link to create your
Emergency Kit. Print it out. Then write in the master password and
file it in a safe place. Give a copy to your spouse, executor, and
trusted friend (for use in an emergency). Don't email it!!

After you set up new passwords, it’s best to remove passwords
from your browser. Go to Safari (next to the % icon on the main
menu) > Preferences > Passwords and delete old passwords. Or
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Firefox > Preferences > Security > Saved Logins. Or Chrome >
Preferences > Show advanced settings > Manage Passwords.!
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Bruce Schneier, a renowned security expert, said in 2006 “Surveillance info will be abused. Privacy protects us from
surveillance.”!

For a new site, use the password generator that you can access
by clicking on 1Password’s icon on the main menu at the top of
your screen. You can drag the sliders to change the length of the
password and how many numbers and special characters to
include. Don't save the password in your browser; save it in
1Password when it o$ers to. You’re done. Log out and then log in
to see if everything works.!

Who is watching? Many entities - your ISP, or VPN provider, DNS
provider, NSA, other government entities, ad tech companies, and
any website you visit.!
What info is at risk.? Any data transmitted, location, websites
visits, login and passwords.!
What tools can you use? Ad blockers, virtual private
networks,TOR, and HTTPS.!

In 1Password hover over Click on Security Audit and click on
“Show” that will appear just to the right. It will look for Click on the
links to show accounts with weak and or duplicate passwords.!

Everybody should run an ad blocker. It will speed up page
downloads. Remember, ads can contain malware. Tons of
companies record your online activity. Ad blockers run in your
browser and stop servers from sending ads to you. Adam thinks
Adguard is the best. You can use a browser extension or download
the app. It’s free. Its filters are customizable. You can turn it o$ for
particular sites. You can see what ad servers are blocked.
Disconnect is another good ad blocker.!

To reset the passwords on of a website, sign in and go to the page
where you can change your password. Click on the 1Password
icon on the main menu to use password generator to create a new
strong password. Click on “Fill” and 1Password will enter it in the
new password fields. Save the change. Agree to let 1Password
update the password for the site. Sign out. Sign back in to make
sure it works properly. Click on the 1Password icon at the top of
your browser window to enter your user name and new password.!

Why use a virtual private network (VPN)? A VPN runs at the
operating system level, encrypts data and changes the connection
location. You have a secure connection to the VPN provider. You
use a VPN to hide activity from your ISP, hide your address and
location from website, bypass government Internet filters, protect
all network tra#c, and make NSA work a little bit harder. He likes
Cloak. It provides a free 14-day trial. It works on iOS. A monthly
pass is available.!

You can find movies demonstrating how to do these things at:
https://support.1password.com/1password-setup.!
Scroll to the bottom of that same page and click on iOS for
instructions on how to set up 1Password on your iPhone or iPad.!

USING VIRTUAL NETWORKS TO HIDE YOURSELF.
ADAM RICE.

Why use TOR? TOR is free software network enabling anonymous
and encrypted communication. There are more than 7,000
volunteer relays. Use it for the same reasons as VPN. It started as
The Onion Router. Be careful. Pick several TOR nodes to make a
virtual circuit. TOR browser is free. It is a customized version of
Firefox.!

Maria first showed a tiny device to create a firewall when using a
mobile devices. The name is Tiny Hardware Firewall. It was
recommended by Leo Laporte. Cost is about $100.!
Adam has been supporting Macs since 1984.!
Adam’s basic discussion was on how to protect your privacy when
on the Internet.!

Mark Bazrod, Secretary"
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Marilyn Prosch posted the following article to about.com.
tinyurl.com/jaey2q3. © about.com. She is co-founder of the
Privacy by Design Research Lab at Arizona State University and
teaches in the Information Systems Department. Her research
centers on privacy, electronic commerce and other subjects related
to information technology.
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Industrial Revolution, so the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) was created.!
Data pollution
To help clean up the excessive pollution emitted during the early
days of these new factories, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) was created. As famed computer security specialist Bruce
Schneier has pointed out, in the Information Age, we now have
data pollution. We should embrace the concept of Privacy by
Design, working with businesses to clean up the unnecessary and
erroneous data and try to prevent the creation of this data in the
future.!

Privacy On The Web: How To Make It A Priority
By Marilyn Prosch
What's the big deal about privacy online?
Why care about privacy? After all, co-founder of Sun
Microsystems Scott McNealy famously said, “You have zero
privacy anyway; get over it!” However, privacy enthusiasts have
taken issue with that, as well as Eric Schmidt, executive chairman
of Google, commenting that, "If you have something that you don't
want anyone to know, maybe you shouldn't be doing it in the first
place.”!

Technology is moving fast
Cultural lag theory can be applied to the privacy arena. This theory
points out that technology tends to take o$ before the appropriate
controls have been thought out and implemented. However, this
does not mean we shouldn’t continue to develop, refine and
implement controls to address the problem.!

Personal vs. public
So, does this mean we should start to voluntarily censor ourselves
online? For example, if we are feeling a little depressed, should we
avoid seeking helpful reading materials online, so we do not get
pigeonholed as a depressed person by the rest of the world
through our search records? No. Privacy can be achieved, if
businesses would just rethink the way they design their information
systems, and consumers can also help protect themselves.!

The definition of what it means to be private online

Good data protection measures can reduce our chances of being
the victim of identity theft, protect what should be considered
personal information about us, allow us to make choices about
what we consider personal vs. public information, and even
protect our physical safety and the safety of our personal property.!

How are we protected, and what can we do?

Privacy was early defined by Supreme Court Justices Warren and
Brandeis in 1890 as the “right to be left alone.”!
At debate now is the concept of the right to be forgotten, meaning
the right to have data that has been collected about you to be
purged at your request, as long as laws don’t exist for it to be kept.!

Where you live helps define how well your data is protected.!
The United States has enforced some sector-based laws, but
largely has followed self-regulatory models, while the European
Union, Canada and several other countries have enacted widesweeping legislative models. So, in the United States, users need
to be savvy and make smart choices about their behavior on the
Internet and protect themselves. Here are some suggestions:!

Why do we need to ensure privacy?
Privacy is necessary to prevent us from living in digital “glass
houses.” We did not accept the unsafe factories built during the
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Ten practical actions you can take to protect yourself
on the Web
'

THINK before you share your information with any site or
person on the Internet.!

'

Do your homework and read privacy policies.!

'

Never log in to your financial assets, such as online banking
sites, from a public network (at hotels, co$ee shops, airports,
etc.).!

'

Use di$erent passwords for your finances than for your social
networks and games.!

'

Protect your home computers by making sure your home
network is closed. Otherwise, neighbors, their visitors or even
someone sitting in a car outside your home may access your
network.!

!13
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'

Be very careful about giving your Social Security number out
and only do so on a secured network (Look for “https,” not
“http” in the website.).!

'

On social networking sites, such as Facebook, make all of your
privacy settings “friends only.”!

'

Do not answer those 20-question lists on social networking
sites. They are also questions typically asked to allow you to
access many financial websites if you lose your password.!

'

Periodically check your credit report. You can get one free
report per year from each of the three major credit agencies.
That means you can get one free every four months; put it on
your calendar.!

'

Do not let your children have the location-based options
activated on their mobile devices, including portable game
devices.!
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Wendy Boswell updated the following article on about.com on July
18, 2016. tinyurl.com/z2dcps9. © about.com. She has been the
editor of About Web Search since 2004. She has worked closely as
a digital consultant with several Fortune 500 companies, including
the New York Times, Intel, and IBM.
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ads intrusive, annoying, and would rather turn them o$ all
together; and a& recent survey showed without a doubt that most
people using the Web do not appreciate ads in their websites,
blogs, video sites, or social networks. These unsolicited, even
somewhat aggressive (and occasionally o$ensive) ads are
unwanted interruptions. However, as people have grown used to
ads online, advertisers have become increasingly more creative
with their marketing tactics, creating something called "behavioral
retargeting". If you've ever wondered how the ad you're seeing on
one site is aware of the shoes you just purchased at another site,
you'll want to keep reading.&!

Ads Online - Why Are They Following You Around The
Web?
By Wendy Boswell
If you've spent more than a few minutes online, you've most likely
run into some kind of advertisement. Ads are everywhere we go
online - visit Google to search for something, and you'll see ads at
the top of your search results. Go to your favorite website, and
chances are you'll see at least a few ads there as well. Watch a
video - yes, you'll most likely see a few ads before the content you
looked for finally starts rolling. You'll even see ads within your
email client, your favorite social media platform, and on your
phone or tablet when you are browsing the Web. !

How do ads follow me around the Web?$$
Here's a scenario: you just searched for something in Google, took
a few minutes to browse your search results, and then decided to
visit Facebook. Lo and behold, within just a few seconds, you see
ads for the item you just searched for in Google showing up in
your Facebook feed! How is this possible - is someone following
you, logging your searches, and then retargeting you on a
completely di$erent website?& !

Sometimes these ads are useful - for example, ads that show up
when you really would like to see them, meeting a particular need.
However, most ads online show up seemingly without your
permission, crowding out content and taking up valuable real
estate within your Web browser - not to mention potentially
slowing down how fast your computer is running.& !

To put it simply, yes. Here's a brief overview of how this works: !
(
(
You visit a website to purchase a pair of gloves. The
ones you've chosen are a good price, but you think you might be
able to get a better deal somewhere else.&!
(
(
You leave the gloves in the sites's shopping cart, and
visit another site.&!

Ads are everywhere online - why?
First of all, it's important to understand that most ads exist online
simply to keep the lights on; in other words, if you're visiting a
website, and you see an ad, that ad is generating revenue for the
website it is appearing on, which in turn pays costs of hosting the
site online, paying the sta$ who write the content, and any other
associated costs with running that particular website. !

(
(
As soon as you arrive on the site's home page, an ad
- featuring the gloves you just looked at - shows up on the side of
the page. You've just been retargeted!!
Behavioral retargeting, also known as ad remarketing, is a very
clever process by which advertisers keep track of their customer's
browsing habits, and then use these to lure users back to their
sites after they've left. How does this work? Basically, the website
implements a bit of code (pixel) within their site, which in turn gives

Even though these ads are helping to make it possible for the sites
you visit to stay in business, that's not to say that ads are
welcome. A wide variety of studies show that people find online
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a tracking code to new and returning visitors. This small piece of
tracking code - also known as a "cookie" - gives the website the
ability to track users' browsing habits, figure out what they are
looking at, and then follow them to another site, where the ad
showing what you just looked at will show up. The ad not only
displays what you were just looking at, but it could also o$er a
discount. Once you click on the ad, you're instantly returned to the
site, where you can buy your item (now at a lower price).& !
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(
(
Google Chrome: press Ctrl+Shift+N from within the
browser to open a private session (you can also clear your Google
search history).& !
(
(
Safari: press Command+Shift+N from within the
browser to open a private session. )
Turn o% cookies:$ You can set your Web browser to not accept
cookies; all major Web browsers have this available in the Settings
menus. Note that this option means that all websites where you
have an account (and can easily sign in) will not be so easy to log
in anymore. You can also simply reset your cookies every few days
by visiting your browser settings and clearing your cache if you
want a less permanent option. !

How can I get rid of ads following me online? Is it possible?$
Sure, it's nice to get a bargain on something you were going to buy
anyway, but not everyone appreciates being followed around the
Web by ads, even if the ads have zero insight into your personal
identity (and they don't). It's one thing to see ads for something on
sites you don't have any personal information on, but what about
sites like Facebook, LinkedIn, or even Google, where users have
given out phone numbers, personal addresses, and other
information that could be harmful in the wrong hands?& !

Opt out of ads in Google:$ You can choose to opt out of seeing
ads in Google whenever you use it. This includes seeing
personalized ads when you're signed in to your Google account,
but also includes when you're signed out of Google using Google
to search the Web and browsing apps and or sites that partner
with Google to show their ads. In order to opt out, you'll need to
visit Ads Settings, and turn o$ ads personalization. This will work
across all devices that are signed into the Google account you're
turning this o$ for. Note: this will only turn o$ ads in the specific
scenarios laid out here; this will not prevent you from seeing ads all
together, disable other companies' personalized ads, or keep you
opted out once you clear your cookies and try to log back in.
However, this is a good choice to "clean up" what you see in
Google, especially in search results.& !

If you're concerned about privacy online, and would like to stop
websites from being able to retarget you, there are a couple of
simple ways to accomplish this.& !
Get an ad blocker:$You can prevent ads from even showing up on
the websites you visit by using an ad blocker; simple software
applications that block websites from sending ads to you. Every
Web browser has an ad block extension available; one of the best
ones is AdBlock, which has free versions compatible with all major
Web browsers.& !
Go incognito:$ Most Web browsers give you an "incognito", or
private, browsing window, that will not store any cookies while
you're online. Here's how to do it: !

What about pop-up ads? How do you get rid of those?$
If you've ever had weird pop-up windows that just won't go away,
hijacked browser settings, internet preferences inexplicably
changed, or a very slow web search experience, than you've most
likely been the victim of spyware, adware, or malware. All three of
these terms mean pretty much the same thing: a program that

(
(
Internet Explorer or Firefox: press Ctrl+Shift+P from
within the browser to open a private session!
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monitors your actions, generates unwanted ads, and is&installed on
your computer without your explicit permission or knowledge. !
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Getting rid of ads is the first step towards more privacy online
If you've read this far, then you're genuinely interested in learning
how to keep yourself more private and secure online. There are
many ways to go about this - some of which we've talked about in
this article. Read the following articles for even more common
sense tips: !

Beyond targeted and/or personalized ads like we've talked about
in this article, if you're consistently seeing annoying pop-up ads
(smaller browser windows that "pop up" in the middle of your
screen) or even more annoying, browser redirects (you visit a site,
but your browser is instantly directed to another site without your
permission), then you most likely have bigger problems then
simple ad personalization. Most likely, the issue is a virus or
malware on your system, and your computer is infected.& !

Ten Ways To Keep Your Search History Private: Most
of us have no need to hide our search history, but there's no harm
in more cautious Web surfing. Here are a few ways you can keep
your searching history private.!

Most often, these malicious programs are installed within another
program; for example, say you downloaded a seemingly innocent
PDF editing program, and unbeknownst to you, this annoying
adware was bundled within it. You'll know you have been infected
if you start seeing random ad banners, URLs appearing where they
shouldn't be, pop-up ads full of false advertising, or other
undesirable side a$ects.& !

Anonymous Surfing 101: Are you concerned about
privacy on the Web? Then anonymous surfing, the ability to surf
the Web without being tracked, is for you. Here are some
frequently asked questions about anonymous Web surfing.!

If you are not careful, spyware, adware, and malware can take over
your system, causing it to slow down and even crash. These
annoying programs are not only irritating, but they can also cause
real problems for your computer. There are a few steps you can
take to make these problems go away (and make sure they don't
come back!).&&Here are a few programs that you can download for
free from the Web that will remove spyware and adware from your
system.& !
Free Adware removers
Adaware$ cleans your computer of adware and
spyware, and is updated frequently.&!
MalwareBytes$detects adware and malware, gets rid
of it, and then runs quietly in the background to monitor any
further intrusions.&!
AVG:$ Free anti-virus and anti-malware/adware
software; available across unlimited devices.&!
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on September 20,
2016. tinyurl.com/hptpukp. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

macOS Sierra. If you have any mission critical apps, you may want
to reach out to the developer to investigate if a particular
application has any issues or not.!

How To Prepare For & Install MacOS Sierra

2: Backup, Backup, Backup
No matter what system software you update, you always should
backup first. Don’t skip making a complete and thorough backup
of your Mac before installing MacOS Sierra.!
Setting up Time Machine on a Mac is easy and allows for simple
backups and restoring in the odd event something goes haywire.!
Don’t skip a backup, it’s important.!
3: Installing macOS Sierra
Did you backup? Did you insure your Mac is compatible? And you
backed up the Mac completely so that all of your data is secure?
Don’t skip the backup. Then you’re ready to update and install
macOS Sierra. The simplest way to update is by letting the installer
run after downloading, this will bring the current version of Mac OS
X up to date to the Sierra, it’s a pretty easy process:!

With MacOS Sierra now available, Mac users can now get Siri on
their computers, have improved iCloud integration, unlock their
Macs with an Apple Watch, use Apple Pay on the web, and much
more. Before you go diving right into updating to macOS 10.12
though, you should take a few precautionary steps to prepare for
the software update.!

1. Go ahead and download macOS Sierra now from the Mac App
Store!
2. When the Installer launches, go through the simple steps and
select your Mac hard drive to update to macOS Sierra!

We’ll walk through some simple steps to prepare for updating to
macOS Sierra so that you can install the new Mac OS system
software with ease.!

3. macOS Sierra will download and install, rebooting the Mac
when completed!

1: Check Hardware for Support
Is your Mac supported by macOS Sierra? If it’s relatively new and
built in the middle of 2010 onward, the answer is probably yes, but
you’ll want to be sure by viewing the macOS Sierra compatibility
list first.!
Most apps that are compatible with El Capitan are compatible with
Sierra as well, just be sure you update your apps after you install
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When it’s finished installing, the Mac will reboot itself into macOS
10.12 Sierra, ready to go and enjoy.!
Additional macOS Sierra Installation Notes
If you were in the macOS Sierra beta testing program, you
might want to opt out of Mac OS X beta software updates after
you get to the final version, otherwise you’ll keep getting minor
beta releases o$ered as updates!

'

If you need to re-download macOS Sierra, delete any existing
beta installers on the Mac, reboot, and you should be able to
get the latest macOS Sierra installer!

'

Want to make a bootable installer drive? You can create a
macOS Sierra boot drive easily with these instructions, you’ll
need an 8GB or larger USB drive and the original installer
handy, that’s about it!

'

Users can perform a clean install of MacOS Sierra if desired as
well, we’ll cover that in the future!

'

If you’re skittish about updating, waiting until the first minor
point release version (in this case, macOS Sierra 10.12.1) is a
relatively common conservative strategy to try and avoid any
potential bugs that may linger in the final release!

'

As long as you made a backup beforehand, you can
downgrade from Sierra if need be after the fact!

'

If you want to use the iOS-to-Mac and vice versa clipboard
feature, you’ll need to be sure the iPhone or iPad is updated to
iOS 10 or later!

Are you prepared for Sierra? Did you jump right into the update?
Do you have any thoughts on installing macOS Sierra? Let us
know in the comments!"

Typically a macOS Sierra installation takes a bit over an hour, but it
can vary depending on computer speed, what version is being
updated, and how much stu$ is on the Mac.!

'
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Roman Loyola posted the following article to macworld.com on
September 20, 2016. tinyurl.com/zdxopyq © IDG Consumer &
SMB. A Senior Editor, Macworld, he has covered technology since
the early 1990s.
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Apple Pay. Let’s take a look at the main new features of Sierra, and
see how they fit into your workflow.!
(And if you do decide to upgrade to Sierra, be sure to back up your
Mac before you run the Sierra installer. Always back up before
installing any operating system upgrades.)!

Macos Sierra Review: Mixing iOS With OS X To Make
A Better Mac
By Roman Loyola

Siri comes to the Mac
Siri, Apple’s voice assistant, is the marquee feature of macOS
Sierra. It’s also the most obvious feature that signifies the iOSification of macOS.!

With macOS Sierra, Apple, as with previous versions, integrates
even more features that were introduced in iOS, the operating
system for the company’s mobile devices. But Sierra doesn’t just
add features found in iOS, it also does more to make your Mac
and your iOS devices work together. Considering that nowadays,
most people’s primary computers are iOS devices, it’s fitting that
macOS Sierra does more to cater to those users’ needs.!

When Siri is active, it works exactly as it does on iOS. However,
there is no default setting to allow Siri to activate by saying, “Hey
Siri” like you can on iOS. (You can get voice activation to work if
you create a Dictation Command to trigger the Siri keyboard
shortcut.) The default keyboard shortcut for Siri is to hold down
Command-Spacebar, or you can click the Siri icons in the menu
bar and in the Dock.!

Before we dive into Sierra, let’s address the main question: Should
you upgrade? First, you need to determine how compatible your
Mac is. The older the Mac, the more likely a feature won’t work.
You can check a list Macs compatible with macOS Sierra.
Checking this first may answer the upgrade question for you.!

Siri works best for me when I perform web searches for everyday
life-type stu$. When I asked Siri for places near me, or for specific
news like sports scores, it almost always results in what I’m
looking for.!

With Sierra, Apple takes advantage of its entire ecosystem to the
benefit the Mac.

You also need to see if your software will still work with Sierra. If
your software worked with El Capitan, Yosemite, or Mavericks,
there’s a good chance it will work with Sierra. Check with the
developer of your most vital apps before your upgrade.!
I’ve been using the public beta and the golden master version
since it became available, and on the five Macs I’ve been using, I
haven’t a single stability problem. That’s one less thing to consider.!
Once you’ve determined that your Mac is compatible to a point
you’re satisfied with and your software is good to go, then it gets a
little more complicated. One way to look at it is to gauge how
much you use iOS. If you use your iPad and iPhone a lot, then
you’ll appreciate Sierra features like Siri, Universal Clipboard, and

Searches for everyday items work well in Siri for Sierra.
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As a writer and editor, I perform a lot of web research, and I’m
always gathering files together to create content. Siri can be used
to search the web for images, and conveniently, the images in the
results can be dragged and dropped to the Mac from the Siri
window. Siri can be also used to find files on the Mac.!
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got web search results (the first result was a Windows XP how-to).
I had to tell Siri to “Open the Desktop System Preferences” to get
what I wanted. (Lesson learned.)!
One major caveat about Siri: It currently works only with Apple
apps. I use Microsoft Outlook for my work email, and when I asked
Siri to read my latest email, it read an very old email that was in
Apple Mail. Apple confirmed with me that the Siri third-party API is
currently only for iOS.!
After using Siri for a while, I couldn’t help asking myself how useful
Siri is on the Mac. Siri’s usefulness on iOS is emphasized by the
iPhone’s relatively small screen size, the single-screen nature of
the operating system, and the need for hands-free usage.!
My initial response was that on the Mac, Siri feels more like a
luxury than a must-have. Usually, Mac users have their hands on
the keyboard and mouse. Even if you haven’t committed several
keyboard shortcuts to memory, you can probably do something
like launch a browser and type in a search for sandwich pictures
faster than telling Siri to do the same task.!

Web searches and Finder search can be done in Siri. You can drag
and drop files from the results.

Then I came to a realization I didn’t expect. When using any
computer interface, there’s a certain amount of tedium involved. In
Unix, it’s typing out commands. On iOS, it’s tap, tap, tap with your
finger. On the Mac, it’s double click, Shift click-click-click, rightclick, highlight, and click to select a command, for example.!

Siri can be used to configure a limited set of system preferences.
You can tell Siri to:!
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

'(
'(
'(
'(
'(
'(
'(

“Increase my screen brightness”!
“Put my computer to sleep”!
“Start my screen saver”!
“Turn on Do Not Disturb”!
“Turn on/o$ Dictation”!
“Turn the system volume up”!
“Turn Wi-Fi o$”!

The little tasks you have to do to make your computer do what you
want get tedious, and you’re not really aware of it until you start to
use Siri. Asking Siri to perform a web search of sandwich pictures
may not be as fast as launching a browser, typing in “sandwich,”
hitting Return, and then clicking the Images tab in Google, but it’s
not as tedious.!
That tedium wears on you, subconsciously, but Siri helps alleviate
it. I’ve always thought that having more ways to do things on your
computer is good, and Siri on Sierra allows for that. That’s a good
thing.!

For anything else, you have to figure out the correct phrase to get
you to the system preference you need. For example, I like to have
a plain white desktop on my Mac; it’s easier to deal with when I
take screenshots. But when I told Siri to “Change the desktop,” I
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Though I don’t have hard data to back it up, I suspect many
Macworld readers use an online file storage service like Dropbox. I
do, because I often use di$erent Macs, and Dropbox makes it easy
to get to my files. Even if the Dropbox software isn’t installed, all I
need is an internet connection and a browser.!

Universal Clipboard
On the surface, Universal Clipboard seems like such a simple
feature: It’s copy and paste that works across your Mac, iPad, and
iPhone. While it’s such a simple feature, I find it to be very useful.!
Universal Clipboard is part of Apple Continuity feature set that
works between Macs and iOS devices. In order for Universal
Clipboard to work, you must have devices that meet the Continuity
system requirements. For example, MacBook Pro models made in
2011 or earlier aren’t compatible with Continuity, and thus, don’t
support Sierra’s Universal Clipboard.!

And though Apple didn’t tell me so, I suspect that part of the
reason iCloud Desktop and Documents exists is because Apple,
like Dropbox, is in the online storage business. Why should all that
business go to Dropbox, et al?!
In my opinion, an online storage component should be part of any
modern operating system. Data lives on the internet and on the
cloud, and we’re using multiple computers (Macs, iPhones, iPads,
even PCs) on a daily basis.!

Other requirements include logging into an iCloud account on each
device, turning on Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, and keeping the devices
within proximity of each other.!
I copied an iOS screenshot that resided in my iPhone’s Photos
app. Then I pasted the image into a Microsoft Word document.
To use Universal Clipboard, you copy from your Mac or iOS device
just as you normally would. Then go to your recipient device, and
perform a paste. If you’re pasting on a Mac, you may see a
progress bar indicator. On iOS, you see a message window stating
the device your paste is coming from.!
I did find one hiccup involving Microsoft Word. When copying text
from a Word document, it pasted in iOS 10 Notes as Chinese text.
Apple said it is investigating this issue, and I’ll provide an update
to this review when it is fixed. Otherwise, I didn’t have any
problems copying and pasting from within di$erent apps. If you
use a third-party clipboard manager, Universal Clipboard may not
work with it.!

With iCloud Desktop and Documents, your files are accessible
through the iCloud website.

As someone who works in content creation, Universal Clipboard is
a long-awaited function. No more emails or text messages I send
to myself, or using AirDrop to transfer an image file that I want to
place in a document. Universal Clipboard saves me several steps
and helps me be more e#cient.!

iCloud Desktop and Documents is compelling because it’s pretty
much seamless. After you set it up, anything you save to your
Desktop or Documents folder gets saved to like-named folders in
your iCloud account, and that data is synced to your other
computers. For example, if I save a file to the Desktop on my work
computer, I can go home and find the same file on the home Mac.

iCloud Desktop and Documents
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Or I can use the iCloud app on my iPad to access the file. If I have
to use my son’s PC, I can use the iCloud for Windows app.!
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A few years ago, Apple decided to sacrifice the spacious capacity
of hard drives for the speed for flash storage in its laptops. The
speed gains were impressive, but people are making more videos
and photos, and those files eat up storage space. Users need to
pay more attention to managing their local storage.!

The catch is that you need to make sure you have enough iCloud
Drive space to accommodate your files since the files in Desktop
and Documents count against your iCloud allocation. Apple
provides 5GB for free. After that, it’s $1 per month for 50GB, $3
per month for 200GB, $10 per month for 1TB, and $20 per month
for 2TB.!

Optimized Storage provides more tools to manage your local
storage. I go into deeper detail about the Optimized Storage tools
in a separate article, so I won’t repeat myself here. But there are a
few points worth reiterating.!

For me, iCloud Desktop and Documents worked fine. On my test
Macs, when I saved a file to the desktop, it shortly appeared on
the desktops of the other Macs. I didn’t encounter any issues, but I
should make clear that I probably don’t use my desktop like a lot
of other people. I use my desktop as a temporary file location, and
I save files to it but I will move them to their more permanent
location after a short while. I think a lot of people use the desktop
in a more complicated way, and so iCloud Desktop and
Documents may or may not work. Macworld senior contributor
and Six Colors blogger Jason Snell has serious issues with iCloud
Desktop and Documents, and you should give his review of Sierra
a read and get a di$erent perspective.!

' The Store in iCloud option requires a subscription to iCloud
Drive. A free 5GB tier is available, but you will probably want to
sign up for more storage. ($1 per month for 50GB; $3 per
month for 200GB; $10 per month for 1TB; and $20 per month
for 2TB.)!
' The Optimize Storage option works with emails in Apple Mail
specifically, and only with iTunes movies and TV shows.
Essentially, it deletes those files from your local storage and
downloads emails from your email server and videos from the
iTunes Store if you want to use them, which means you need
an internet connection.!

Optimized Storage

' 'You can uninstall applications through this interface. Any app
bought through the App Store will be completely removed. As
for third-party apps bought outside the App Store, Apple said
to me that it has been making an e$ort to encourage
developers to follow its standard procedures for proper app
installation, so if a developer has done this, you should be able
to uninstall any app bought outside of the App Store along with
all of its components.!
Storage management is one on those chores everyone hates
doing but is necessary—there’s always a sense of panic when
you’re working on a project and you run out of space. Optimized
Storage performs a lot of these tasks behind the scenes, which is
convenient. Hopefully, flash storage will become more a$ordable
and capacities will increase to a point that users will be using
Optimize Storage less and less.!
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Tabs will help cut down screen clutter and make the window
you’re looking for easier to use.

Picture in Picture
If you’re watching a video in either Safari or iTunes, you can click
on the new Picture in Picture icon, which will open the video in a
floating window that snaps to one of the four corners of your
display. (Get more details on how to use Picture in Picture.)!

Tabs also works in many Apple apps, like Maps, Numbers, and
Mail. Apple says that Tabs automatically works with many
document-based third-party apps, with no developer adoption
required. But as of this writing, Microsoft O#ce apps still open
documents in separate windows. Take a closer look at work Tabs
works.!

What’s great about the Picture in Picture window is that it always
stays on top, so if you open an application and a file within that
app, the video window doesn’t get buried underneath the windows
you’ve opened.!

Apple Pay

Picture in Picture isn’t a vital feature to Sierra. In other words, I
don’t think it’s a feature that will drive people to upgrade. But it is
one of my favorite features. I was part of Macworld’s “home base”
crew during our coverage of Apple’s iPhone 7 event and Picture in
Picture certainly came in handy. I had the video stream of the
event playing in a Picture in Picture window in the upper right
corner of my display, and while I switched between our chatroom,
our web content management system, TextWrangler, Photoshop,
and whatever other apps I used, the video window was always
there, always visible. It made a tremendous di$erence.!

With Apple Pay, you don’t have to worry about filling out online
forms with billing and shipping information. It’s all in Apple Pay,
and it’s secure. According to Apple, over 300,000 websites will
support Apple Pay when Sierra ships.!

I imagine most people will use Picture in Picture more for
entertainment, but it can also be good for, say, playing a how-to
video while you follow along on your Mac. It’s one of those
features that falls under the radar but should be appreciated by all
users.!

Apple Pay in Sierra requires your iPhone or Apple Watch for
confirmation.

However, Apple Pay relies on your iPhone or Apple Watch, even
when you’re shopping in Safari on your Mac. When you are
processing an Apple Pay payment on your Mac, the Mac looks for
your iPhone or Apple Watch, and you must confirm your purchase
on one of those devices.!

When I’m at home, I sometimes shop online while sitting on the
couch, with my Apple Watch and iPhone docked in my o#ce on
the other side of my house. So Sierra Apple Pay’s reliance on an
external device can be an inconvenience. But it’s a security
measure; having Apple Pay process payment without some sort of
external confirmation could lead to the unwanted use of your
Apple Pay account by anyone other than you using your Mac. It’s a
small compromise to make for the sake of security.!

Tabs
I probably spend the vast majority of my time on my Mac using
Safari, and I’ve grown accustomed to opening webpages in new
Tabs under one window. It’s easier to find the window I need, and
it helps cut down the on-screen clutter.!

Photos and iTunes

Bringing Tabs to general Mac user interface makes sense. I no
longer have to try to figure out where a window is when&I want to
move files; you can just click and drag a file over to the tab to
move it.!

While Photos and iTunes have new versions with Sierra, they are
separate apps that require a separate discussion. Macworld senior
contributor Kirk McElhearn did an overview of what’s new with
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Apple Music. As for Photos, Macworld senior contributor Glenn
Fleishman did a hands-on with the new Photos.!
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Shared Notes. In the Notes app, you can now share a note with
other users, and they can modify the note. It’s nice collaboration
tool for work, or an easy way to make sure you’ll all on the same
page about the grocery list at home. Collaboration works on iOS
10, too.!

More stu%
There’s more to macOS Sierra than what’s been touted in Apple
presentations and on the company’s website. Here are a few of my
favorite new features that play a smaller role in the Sierra
showcase.!

Messages. If you are using Messages in iOS 10, then you might
be disappointed in the lack of improvements in Sierra Messages.
You can see the Digital Touch messages, handwritten messages,
invisible ink messages, and stickers sent from an iOS 10 device,
but you can’t create those same kind of messages in Sierra. Many
Tricks’& Rob Gri#ths had a tweet that perfectly summed up my
feelings about Sierra&Messages: “[It]&feels like the child that missed
the bus. Standing there by the curb, watching the others head o$
into the future.”!

Double space for a period. You know how in iOS, when you tap
the spacebar twice, it creates a period? Now you can do that in
macOS Sierra. Sure, it’s not that big of a deal, since the period key
is near the spacebar, whereas on iOS, you have to navigate to
another section of the on-screen keyboard. But if you frequently
write on iOS and your muscle memory kicks in when you’re on
your Mac, it’s a good feature to have—when it works. I have found
that some third-party apps, like Microsoft Word 15.11.2,
TextWrangler 5.5.1, and Firefox 48.0.2 don’t allow this, so you
can’t completely depend on it.!

The new Sierra Messages does allow for website previews, bigger
emojis, and Tapbacks, which are iconic responses to text bubbles.!
Respond with a Tapback by right-clicking on a text bubble, select
Tapbacks, and then select the icon to send as your response.

You can activate the option to press the space bar twice to type a
period in System Preferences > Keyboard > Text.

Bottom line

Auto Unlock. OK, actually, Apple made this a promoted feature.
But really, you only care about this feature if you have an Apple
Watch, and a lot of you don’t have one.!

Overall, macOS Sierra isn’t a major overall of the Mac operating
system, but I have a greater appreciation for the new features than
I have for past revisions of OS X. They are ones I’ve wanted or
needed, which means I find macOS Sierra a very satisfying
upgrade.!

Instead of typing in your password on your locked Mac, your Mac
instead senses the presence of your Apple Watch and then
unlocks itself. Your watch has to be on your wrist and
authenticated (meaning you unlocked it with the passcode at some
point), otherwise it won’t work.!

Apple Pay, Universal Clipboard, and Auto Unlock have more
demanding requirements than the other features, so you may not
feel the urgency to upgrade if you have an older Mac. For example,
if you have an older Mac, you can’t use Universal Clipboard—be
sure to check the compatibility requirements.!

Features like this one, where Apple can take advantage of its
ecosystem, are nice to have.!

If you own a Mac and have been keeping up with the upgrade
cycle, you should install macOS Sierra. I usually say to not
upgrade immediately, and wait for Apple to release its first 10.12.1
update. That’s just to play it safe; companies like Apple do their

You can activate Auto Unlock in System Preferences > Security &
Privacy, and you’ll see the setting in the General tab.
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best to address bugs and make fixes during the beta cycle, but
there’s always a chance something major can show up when the
software becomes widely available!

This is an except of article was posted to arstechnica.com on
September 20, 2016. The full article is too extensive to include in
the newsletter .tinyurl.com/hvu3dcy.!

But macOS has been pretty stable for a while. I still think it’s a
good idea to wait, but I won’t blame you if you upgraded sooner
than later. You shouldn’t have to wait for features that will benefit
you and make your Mac easier to use. Plus, the upgrade is free.!

Excerpt - Macos 10.12 Sierra: Ars Technica Review
Apple's desktop operating system once again plays second fiddle
to iOS.
By Andrew Cunningham and Lee Hutchinson

AT A GLANCE

When Mac OS X (as it was then called) first moved to a yearly
release cycle in 2011, Apple had trouble defining its scope for
each release. Lion, the first in this cadence and the first release to
pull in a significant number of features from iOS, feels like a halffinished version of Mountain Lion in retrospect. Mavericks stripped
out some of previous versions' skeuomorphism and superfluous
texture, but the Mac didn’t fully match with iOS 7 until Yosemite
came out a year later.!

The improvements and new features make macOS Sierra easier to
use and take full advantage of integration with your iOS devices.!
Pros
' Takes advantage of Apple hardware ecosystem!
' New features makes macOS a cleaner expereince!
' Universal Clipboard and iCloud Desktop and Documents lead
to better productivity!

Since Yosemite, things have felt more tightly controlled, more
planned. El Capitan and Sierra both designate one or two big
"hero" features for Apple to plan its marketing around (window
management in El Capitan, Siri in Sierra), a decent range of
medium-sized changes, at least one big under-the-hood addition
(System Integrity Protection in 10.11, the Gatekeeper stu$ in
10.12, and APFS next year if all goes well), and a smattering of
minor improvements to the core apps.!

' No stability issues during testing!
Cons !
' Some feature will not work on older Macs!
' No third-party app support for Siri!

It has been a long time since the Mac was Apple's favorite child,
and there are places in Sierra (like the Messages app) where it
clearly feels like Mac users are getting a second-tier experience
compared to people on iOS. Add in the Mac’s stale, aging
hardware lineup and Apple’s total lack of communication about it,
and there seem to be real problems for the Mac as a platform.!

' Sierra Messages doesn't implement (read only) the features
found in iOS 10!

But for all the Mac users already out there, Sierra happily trundles
along in the operating system’s quiet and reliable groove. The
name has changed, but otherwise it's business as usual for Mac
OS Mac OS X OS X macOS."
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on September 9,
2016. tinyurl.com/znj7dz9. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.
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You can see the full iOS 10 compatibility device list here. !

7 Steps To Prepare For iOS 10 Update On iPhone Or
iPad

2: Clean House and Ditch the Dusty Apps
It’s always a good idea to clean house and trash any long lingering
ancient apps before installing a new iOS software release onto any
iPhone or iPad. !
Uninstall apps that are old and stale that are hanging around on
the device that aren’t getting any use. If you haven’t used it in
months and don’t think you need it, delete it, you can always redownload them again later if you change your mind. !

The latest and greatest release of iOS 10 is here, and with the
public release just around the corner it’s a good time to start
preparing your iPhone and iPad hardware to install the iOS 10
update. !

3: Install Available App Updates

Let’s walk through some important steps to prepare for the iOS 10
update the right way, including checking for supported hardware,
doing a little cleanup, insuring adequate backups have been made,
and then of course, diving right into the install. !

If you’re like me, you have a dozen or more app updates that are
sitting as the big red notifier button the App Store icon. It’s easy to
slack o$ on installing app updates, but when a big software
release is available it’s finally time to dust of the App Store and get
those updates going. !

1: Check for Device Compatibility

Don’t forget visiting the App Store Updates tab to install updates
for the apps which are remaining. Many apps are updated to
support the latest and greatest releases of iOS system software,
so don’t skip out. !

Obviously if the device doesn’t support it, there won’t be any
updating, so does your iPhone or iPad support iOS 10? !
Chances are good that it does, and if the iPhone is a 5 or newer, or
the iPad is an Air or Mini 2 or newer, it will be supported. Only the
newest model iPod touch is supported, however. !

4: Insure Adequate Device Storage
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The iOS 10 download is around 2 GB and requires some additional
space to install, so aim to have about 2.5 GB or more free when
downloading and installing the update. No that does not mean it
will take up that much space when it’s finished, it just needs to
room to download, install, and process the update, and much of
that space will be available again once it has completed updating. !

Now you’re ready to install iOS 10! The iOS 10 release date is
September 13, so you’d want to be cleaned up and backed up by
Tuesday if you want to install on day one. The update will be made
available in the Settings > General > Software Update section of
iOS, and you can also install iOS 10 through iTunes by connecting
an iPhone or iPad to a computer. !

The aforementioned process of removing ancient apps will likely
free up some space, but if you have a lot of videos and pictures on
the device you might want to copy the pictures from the iPhone or
iPad into Photos app on Mac or you can use Image Capture on
Mac or transfer them to a Windows PC too. Media is often the
biggest storage hog on a device, so if you’re really tight on space
consider your image and movie library. !

It’s worth mentioning that for the incredibly impatient, they don’t
have to wait. It turns out that anyone can download and install iOS
10 GM right now by enrolling in the public beta program, but for
most users it’s a better bet to just wait until the o#cial release on
September 13. Enrolling in the public beta program means the
device will get future beta updates as well, which is usually not
desired by an average user. !

Still need more storage space on the iPhone or iPad? Check these
additional tips to free up storage space in iOS. !
5: Back Up! Backup, Backup
This is arguably the most important thing to do. You probably
already backup the iPhone or iPad regularly, right? If not, you
should. And you absolutely need to backup the device before
installing any software update, particularly for the big release
updates. Do not skip this, it is critical. !
The easiest way to backup any iPhone or iPad is with iCloud,
which can be done from the Settings app > iCloud section. You
can also backup to a computer with iTunes. If you want to be extra
safe, backup to both. If you’ve never done this before, you can
learn how to back up an iOS device here, covering both iTunes
and iCloud. !
If you skip backups and if something goes haywire, you may lose
all of your data. That’s about as catastrophic as it can get, and
nobody wants to lose personal data, pictures, notes, and
everything else that matters which is stored on an iPhone or iPad,
so do not skip backups. It’s minimal e$ort for a lot of peace of
mind and data security. !

7: Or…. Should You Wait?

6: Install iOS 10!
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Do you really need to update to iOS 10? That’s entirely up to you
to decide. If your iPhone or iPad works great the way it is right
now, you could always put o$ the update, or even avoid it all
together. But by skipping iOS 10, you’d obviously miss out on
major new features, built-in security enhancements, and any bug
fixes included in the release. !
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says “Press for more”… !
…and if I do that with any of
my 3D Touch–enabled devices,
I’ll be able to reply right from
my lock screen. !
(If you don’t have 3D Touch,
you’ll instead be told to slide,
and there’ll be& the option to
view the message and reply to
it.) !

Another approach is to wait a little bit. Some users like to wait to
install major iOS software updates until there the first point release
or bug fix update is made available. That could mean a small point
release, maybe arriving as iOS 10.1 or iOS 10.0.2 or something
similar, which typically arrives a few months after the major initial
build. This approach is really for people who like to be extra
cautious and let any theoretical major bugs or potential problems
that slipped through the beta periods get sorted out before they
jump in themselves. !

Anyway, this is cool and nifty
and all, but what if you don’t
want just anybody to be able
to reply to your texts if he or
she happens to grab your
iPhone? Well, it’s easy to turn this feature o$, luckily. The option is
under Settings > Touch ID & Passcode > Allow Access When
Locked, and it’s labeled “Reply with Message.” !

There’s nothing wrong with the cautious approach, it’s just a
matter of preference as to whether or not this suits you, your
hardware, and your use case. !
Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on
September 21, 2016. tinyurl.com/z67jzxy. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. She is an Apple
Consultant.

If you toggle that o$, pressing on
an incoming message will do you
no good. And if you’re keen to
turn o$ those notifications on
your lock screen entirely, then
hey, you should know that you
can do that too under Settings >
Notifications > Messages > Show
on Lock Screen. That’s not a new
feature, but maybe you’ve decided
you’re more paranoid under iOS 10. I’m here to help, not
necessarily to understand."

iOS 10: Replying To
Messages From The
Lock Screen
By Melissa Holt!
Under iOS 10, we can now
reply to messages without
unlocking our devices, which
is kind of awesome and
convenient. If you check out
my screenshot below, you’ll
note that the text I’ve gotten
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Michael Gowan recently posted the following article to
mensjournal.com. He is a content strategist and writer. tinyurl.com/
hc8536o.
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took it. You can also ask Siri to show you photos from a specific
date, month, or year.!
"Remind me about this when I get home."

10 Siri Tricks You Never Knew About

Siri has been able to create reminders based on places for a while,
but with the latest iOS, it now can better interpret your reminder
needs. For example, if you're looking at a page and want to
remember to look at it again later, ask it to remind you about "this,"
and it understands you mean that page. You can also use a time
instead of place.!

By Michael Gowan

"Turn on Bluetooth."
The Settings app in iOS buries a lot of features and requires
several taps — if you can even remember which area a setting is
located. Just tell Siri to do it for you. This works for many features,
like Do Not Disturb, but not everything: Siri can't enable your
Personal Hotspot, but it can take you directly to the screen to do
so.!
"How many teaspoons in a tablespoon?"

Typing on a small screen is for suckers. Say it instead. If you have
an iOS device, Siri, Apple's much-improved digital personal
assistant for iOS, can take care of many things faster than you can
through tapping.!

So you spend way too much time trying to figure out common
measurement conversions when cooking. Now simply say, " Hey
Siri," and let it do the work for you — no mess on the screen. This
also works for math equations.!

With iOS 9, you don't even need to touch your iPhone or iPad to
get things done — just say "Hey Siri" and it will be ready to
execute your command. We know, Siri isn't perfect — it can't
access every app you have, for example, and it requires an
Internet connection to do anything — but here are some ways you
should take advantage of its services.!

"Read the most recent message from Jen."
Keep your eyes on the road, your hands on the wheel. If you must
check messages and emails while driving, let Siri find and read
them to you. After speaking the message, Siri then asks, "Would
you like to reply?" You can dictate your response or say "No" to
end the session.!

"Find photos I took in San Francisco."
Instead of scrolling through thousands of photos looking for the
ones you took on a specific trip, ask Siri to narrow down the
options for you. As long as you have Location Services enabled for
the Camera app, your phone tags each photo with the place you

"Make a reservation at a four-star restaurant."
Not sure where to eat tonight? Siri's almost as good as a
concierge. Using ratings from Yelp, it will display a list of
restaurants meeting your criteria, whether star rating, location, or
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style. If the restaurant uses OpenTable and you have the app
installed, Siri can book the reservation for you, too.!
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"What's the name of this song?"
It happens a lot: You're in a bar or store and a song comes on that
grabs your attention. Just ask Siri. It engages Shazam to identify
the song and tells you the name and who performs it, then saves it
to your "My Shazams" list if you want to find it again later.!

"Turn on the upstairs lights."
If you have HomeKit-enabled smart lights or outlets, Siri can
switch them on for you. You can also set up a series of commands
that are triggered by a keyword; for example, "Goodnight" could
turn o$ the downstairs lights, turn on the upstairs lights, and lock
the doors.!

"Play the top songs in Singer-Songwriter."
Siri can play any music you have in the Music app, and it becomes
much more powerful when you have an Apple Music subscription.
Now you have easy access to 30 million songs, including playlists
created by the service.!

"Set an alarm for 6:30 a.m. tomorrow."
Your iOS device is also a great alarm clock, but setting the time
and date requires way too many tabs and scrolls. One simple
voice command takes care of it. You can also ask Siri to set a
timer for 10 or 15 minutes when you want to take a break.!
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on September 22nd, 2016. tinyurl.com/h6qz5pq. © The Mac
Observer, Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, & Apple.
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1. Design improvements in finish: Jet black, high gloss. Steel
Apple logo. Better interface from display to case bezel edge. Or
plain black. Di$uses light. Black logo.!
2. Home button. Home button used for many functions: home
function, multitasking, Siri, Accessibility, Touch ID, Reachability,
Apple Pay. Haptic engine more reliable and customizable. Force
sensitive, solid state. Haptic feedback. Accessible to 3rd party
apps. Potential, new feelings and experiences.!

iPhone 7 Review: My First Five Days
By John Martellaro
I”ve lived with my new, black iPhone 7 (128
GB) for five days now. It’s an amazing device.
Here are my initial observations.!

3. Water and dust resistant. IP67 protection standard.!
4. New camera. 12 MP. Optical image stabilization (OIS) on 7. 3X
longer exposures possible. f/1.8, 50% brighter, 6 element lens.
Sensor 60% faster, larger pixels. LED flash has quad LEDs. Flicker
sensor to account for 60 Hz lights. Image signal processor (ISP)
has 2x throughput. Uses machine learning. 10 steps: Sets
exposure, focus, color, tone mapping, noise reduction, etc.
Multiple photos fused. 100 billion operations. in 25 ms. A
“supercomputer.” Wide-color gamut. Front side 7 MP for selfies. 7
Plus, telephoto and zoom. Background blur: Bokeh. (Shallow
depth of field.) But software update later this year is required. Best
cameras in any smartphone. Perhaps the best camera any
customer owns.!

The most notable thing about the iPhone 7 is
the incremental improvements that
accumulate to make the device a compelling
update. Recall that many observers had
claimed that this would be a yawner of an
update because we’d not likely get an OLED
(or AMOLED) display, a 4K display, a wrap
around display, glass/ceramic case and
inductive charging.!
What Apple did instead was to combine some really great
incremental improvements, such as the camera(s) with terrific
performance improvement of the A10 Fusion processor and wrap
it in a seductive pair of new colors. This is enough to get the
owners of iPhone 5s and iPhone 6 excited, and it’s also enough to
get 6s owners excited who just want to ride the wave of having the
latest and greatest.!

5. Retina HD display. Still an LCD, but 25% brighter. Wide color
gamut. End to end color management. 3D Touch.!
6. Audio. Speakers used for music, Facetime calls, watching
movies and TV, speaker phone calls. Now stereo for first time. 2x
volume of 6s/6s Plus.!

At Apple’s September 9th event, Apple SVP Phil Schiller described
these advancements starting at 60m:45s. Actually, only eight of the
10 items covered relate to the iPhone 7 itself. Items #8 and #9 are
ancillary, but they flesh out a nice round number of 10. It’s worth
recapping what Phil Schiller enumerated because, often, the whole
is more than the sum of the parts. Here are my edited notes for
inclusion here and as a platform for further discussion.!

7. EarPods. Move to Lightning. There are 900 million Lightning
enabled devices worldwide. 3.5 mm audio jack adapter included.!
8. Wireless. AirPods. Not really an iPhone 7 feature. New W1 chip.!
9. Apple Pay on the Web. 90% of contactless payments are Apple
Pay. Apple Pay in Japan coming in October.!
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10. Performance. Four CPU cores: 2 x 2. Apple designed
performance controller. Realtime adjustment of maximum
performance and battery savings, GPU is 6 core. Enables new
apps: games. Console level gaming. Invokes wide color gamut.
Haptic feel possible.!
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me in nine years of iPhones, some users are paranoid about the
failure of such a critical component. Here’s a story I first pointed to
in last Friday’s Particle Debris that describes that concern,
especially in Asia.!
From an engineering standpoint, I can also appreciate the likely
numbers. I’m guessing here, but if I were presented with a Mean
Time Between Failure (MTBF) of 1 million presses (actual button)
and 100 million presses (Haptic engine), I know which I’d chose as
an engineer.!

That was the demo. Let’s get into more detail.!
The first question you may be asking is why I bought an iPhone 7.
Certainly, if I’m going to write about Apple’s new iPhones, I have to
own one. But, upon reflection, I think I would have bought one
anyway. I explained the reason on June 29th: “Why I’ll be Buying a
New iPhone 7* The fact is, iPhones are what we do as Apple
customers. They’re part of our technical life. I wrote:!

But none of that gets to the core of the issue. How does it really
feel? That, I believe, turns out to be a matter of subjective taste
combined with an acclimation period. At first I didn’t like the feel.
Right away, when I pulled the iPhone 7 out of the box in the Apple
store, I had the chance to select the setting I liked upon first setup.
(Here’s how to do that.) Personally, I like the strongest feedback
(level 3). But even that feels shallow and artificial. The real
question, however, remains: is that a deal breaker?!

What I’m going to do is ignore the incessant voices that try to
control the conversation and [instead] believe that Apple will
always lift us up, move us forward, and give us what we need.
Sometimes in baby steps. Sometimes in giant leaps.
If the spirit also moves you, and it pleases you technically, go
out and acquire the best that Apple has to o!er. Ignore the
critics and pompous naysayers.

I believe the answer is “no.” We’ll all get used to this feel over time.
Plus, Apple will have the opportunity to refine the feel in future iOS
updates. And so. Should you be concerned that the upgrade to
the iPhone 7 will annoy you? I think not. It’s just something new. It
works. It’s good enough. It’ll probably get better. The merits
outweigh the negatives. It’s one of those things that, in time, we’ll
wonder what the fuss was all about.!

That turns out, in hindsight, to be good advice in my estimation
because the iPhone 7 really is a fabulous iPhone, worth investing
in for the sake of growing with a fundamental technology of our
lives.!

I think (standard) black is gorgeous compared to the bland space
gray. Antenna lines are gone. But Apple logo is hard to see.!

2. Speed. I have 2015, 12.9-inch iPad Pro. One of the things that I
constantly notice is how much faster it feels than my iPad mini 3,
the iPad Air (wife’s) or the iPhone 6s. This is especially noticeable
when updating apps in the App Store. Updates just fly. This is no
doubt due to the combination of the A9X SoC and 802.11ac. But
even though the 6s has an A9, this iPhone 7 feels more like the
iPad Pro than the 6s.!

1. Home Button. I can understand why Apple would want to
eliminate a moving part that could fail. It turns out that, despite the
fact that the legacy button is well designed and has never failed

I’m not going to repeat benchmarks already done, but I will refer
you to an interesting article. “The iPhone’s new chip should worry
Intel.” If you missed the September 9 event, here’s the chart Phil

Now I want to turn to my personal observations, in the first five
days, about the device. Items are in the order I think is important
to most users.!
Observational Details
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Schiller showed. These curves, amazingly, are on what appears to
be an exponential growth path.!

The 6s camera has a f-ratio of f/2.2. But the iPhone 7 is the same
thickness. So the only way to make the lens system faster is to
make the lenses bigger, a visible di$erence. on the outside. (And
one reason you’ll probably need a new case.) The iPhone 7 is
e$ectively f/1.8.!
When you bend light more strongly, abberations are introduced.
And so you need more lenses (6 versus 5) to correct for those
abberations. Plus, that bigger, outermost lens has to be covered
with a larger piece of sapphire. And yet, a feature gets folded in as
a matter of course.!
Here’s some detail on the image sensors made by Sony.!
Next. I haven’t found out yet if each of those six lenses is multilayer dielectric coated for high light transmission, but I’d say they
almost have to be to meet Apple’s standards.!

iPhone performance curves over time.
Phil Schiller didn’t specify what kind of operations those 100 billion
photographic operations were, done in 25 milliseconds. But if we
optimistically assume they’re each the equivalent of a floating
point operation (FLOP) then 40 x 100 billion operations in one
second, equal to 4 teraflops, really is supercomputer power. At
least from ::cough:: a decade ago.!

During the September 9 event, Phil Schiller said that this camera
may be the best camera most customers own, and I think he’s
right. Plus, last year, only the 6s Plus had optical image
stabilization. This year, the base model, the iPhone 7 inherits that.
If there’s one strong reason to upgrade, I think it would be the
camera in the iPhone 7.!

3. Camera. By now, there are lots of comparison photos on the
internet, demonstrating the superiority of the iPhone 7 camera.
Especially with red tones. I haven’t had much time to do testing
myself, so I’ll just note a few things.!

4. That 3.5 mm Audio jack. I consider this to be a tempest in a
teapot. Apple has provided a technical path forward but also
provided us with what we need in the interim: Lightning ear buds
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and an included adapter. Like the Home button, years form now
we’ll look back and wonder what all the fuss was about.
Meanwhile, Apple has made the iPhone water resistant. (Rated
IP67 under IEC standard 60529.)!

OCTOBER 2016

thing.) The 6s would start to decline at a slow, but noticeable pace.
Summary of specs: Internet use on Wi-Fi: iPhone 7: 14 hours. 6s:
11 hours.!
That’s a 27 percent improvement. However, the battery is also
bigger. iFixit reports: “This … 1960 mAh battery is rated for a
capacity of 7.45 watt-hours, a notable increase from the 6.55 watthour battery in last year’s model.” So, roughly, the battery
contributes 14 percent of the 27 percent overall. Power
engineering is about aggregation of small improvements.!

I have found, and I think most users will also discover, that the
short adapter cable belongs with one’s favorite headphones, not
the iPhone. So if you have several favorites, it’ll be worth the $9 to
have an extra.!
One thing that annoyed me is that the Lightning earbuds come
wrapped in cardboard instead of a nice plastic case. It seems
miserly, but then I’m told most people throw the plastic case away
right away. And cardboard is probably more recyclable. So there’s
that. However, I remain conflicted.!

6. Weight. Despite the stronger battery, at 138 grams, the iPhone
7 is about 5 grams lighter than the 6s. That’s the weight of a U.S.
Nickel. How can anyone feel that you ask? Je$ Gamet and I both
feel it. It’s amazing. Does that really matter? No. The case you
select will wipe that di$erence out. Still, I’m impressed.!

Here’s a thought. If you still have the plastic case from a previous
iPhone, use that. That is, if you have the patience to fold up the
cord.!

7. AT&T Microcell. For the past few years, every time I upgraded
to a new iPhone, I would have troubles with my AT&T microcell. It
almost seemed like a ritual. This year, it was a flawless transition.!

5. Battery Life. One of the persistent complaints about the iPhone
is that Apple continues to provide a faster system with more
features but keeps making the device thinner. (This year, the 7 is
actually the same thickness as the 6s, 7.1 mm.) How can that
conflict be resolved?!

With AT&T Wi-Fi calling enabled, you may ask why I keep the
microcell in operation. The answer is that, in my experience, the
microcell has better voice quality and a much greater range than
Wi-Fi calling. But it’s nice to have a fallback if the microcell goes
o$-the-air, as it occasionally does. (Both depend on an internet
connection.)!

The answer is the new A10 Fusion processor with four cores.
There are two high-performance cores that are 40 percent faster
than the A9. Plus, there are two high-e#ciency cores that use 20
percent of the power of the other two cores. An Apple designed
performance controller allocates tasks to the cores so that we get
maximum performance when we need it and low power utilization
when idle.!

8. Miscellaneous. Because the new Home button is not a real
button that can be held down for a hard reboot, the procedure has
changed. Instead simultaneously hold down the Sleep/Wake and
the volume down buttons.!
Color. I bought the standard black. I think it’s the most beautiful
iPhone Apple has ever made. Next to the Space Gray, which looks
awfully bland, the standard black is rich, classy, and awesomely
technical. Just beautiful. I wouldn’t underestimate how important it
is for people to have an iPhone whose color influences their
psyche and technical appetite. I think Apple knew this going in.!

This is something no one saw coming, and it’s one of those
brilliant engineering accomplishments that makes us want to join
in and enjoy Apple’s continuous technical developments. One of
the telltale signposts, I’ve noticed, is that right after I fully charge
the iPhone 7, and leave it idle, it remains at 100 percent battery for
a surprisingly long time. (The high e#ciency cores are doing their
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It certainly doesn’t hurt that those unsightly antenna lines are
finally gone.!
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Final Thoughts
In my estimation, the iPhone 7 ( or 7 Plus) has enough new
features that it’s a worthy upgrade. Both black colors seem to be
incredibly popular, and one has to wonder whether Apple was
holding this new color pair back for just the right occasion. Wicked
smart.!

For those people who insist on a case but want to make sure
there’s a circular aperture on the back for the Apple logo, I suspect
they won’t like the change from a silver logo. The black logo is
really hard to see, and that will disappoint.!

If you want a drop-dead gorgeous, water resistant iPhone with a
better camera, more speed and better battery life, I’d say you
won’t be disappointed. As for that Home button? Think Darwinian.
Evolution. Survival of the fittest.!

The stereo speakers are a welcome addition. Now there’s a
speaker on each end. And the volume is better. All I can say is,
why did it take so long for this to happen? But then, stereo audio
via the physical speakers on an iPhone isn’t as important as on a
much larger iPad, especially the 12.9-inch iPad Pro. Still, the
notable absence has been an embarrassment over the years.!

Product: iPhone 7
List Price: Starts at US$649 (32 GB)!

I noticed that in the box, the iPhone no longer is the top-most
item. That’s likely so that when you open the box, the brand new
iPhone 7 doesn’t slide right out on to the floor with a crash. It’s a
small but helpful change from before and prevents things like this.!

Rating: Outstanding Product. Get It Now!
Pros:
Drop-dead gorgeous colors including two new blacks. Fast A10
Fusion CPU with four cores and energy management controller.
Much improved camera. Wider color gamut. Better speakers
(finally). Water and dust resistant. Better battery life than 6s.!

Finally, I noted that you can still, thankfully, still use the controls
(volume up or down) on the Lightning earbuds as a camera shutter
release. It’s a little known trick, but really helps when the iPhone’s
on a tripod and you don’t want to touch it to trip the shutter."

Cons:
The removal of the 3.5 mm headphone jack has upset many. But
Apple supplies an adapter in the box and sells extras for $9.!
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Step 1: Back Up the Older iPhone

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on September 17,
2016. tinyurl.com/jtdk3nx. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

You’ll want to make a new fresh backup of the older iPhone that is
being replaced by the iPhone 7. If you regularly make backups
with iCloud then you should start a quick manual backup to iCloud
anyway so that everything is fresh. !

How To Migrate Everything To iPhone 7 From An Old
iPhone

Option 1: Backup to iCloud
1. Open the ‘Settings’ app and go to “iCloud”!
2. Choose “Backup” and make sure the setting is ON, then select
“Back Up Now” and let the backup process complete!
iCloud backups are e#cient but can take a while for a larger
device. !
I personally prefer to use iTunes because it’s much faster than
using iCloud to restore, but this depends on how much stu$ you
have on your iPhone and how fast your internet connection is. !
Option 2: Backup to iTunes
Want to transfer everything to a new iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus
from your old iPhone that it’s replacing, and without losing any
data, pictures, apps, or passwords? Then you’re in the right place,
as we’ll show you exactly how to migrate your data from an old
iPhone to a new iPhone 7 and bring everything with you. !

1. Open iTunes and connect the old iPhone to the computer with
USB cable!
2. Select the old iPhone and go to the summary screen in iTunes!
3. Find the Backups section and choose “This Computer” and
then be sure to check the box for ‘Encrypt Backups’ – encrypting
iTunes backups makes sure that passwords and health data are
backed up along with everything else, if you don’t encrypt the
backup it will not be a complete backup!

The key to successfully migrating everything from an old iPhone to
a new iPhone is to create a fresh encrypted backup. You can do
this with iCloud or with iTunes, or both if you want, but ultimately
you’ll just use one of the backups to restore and migrate your stu$
to the new iPhone 7. Keep in mind you will need su#cient storage
space in iCloud or the computer to complete the backup, that may
mean bumping up your iCloud storage plan if you go that route, or
if the hard drive on the computer is low on storage, you can
backup the iPhone to an external hard drive with these instructions
for a Mac. !

4. Choose “Back Up Now” and let the backup complete!
Whether you used iTunes to backup or iCloud to backup, once it
has been completed you are ready to migrate your stu$ to the new
iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus. !
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Step 2: Setup New iPhone 7 / iPhone 7 Plus and
Migrate Data Over

OCTOBER 2016

When the process has completed, you will have successfully
migrated everything from an older iPhone to the new iPhone 7 /
iPhone 7 Plus. !

With your fresh backup completed, you are ready to setup the new
iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus and transfer all of your stu$ over. !

It’s really that easy. If you happen to notice the screen looks a little
bit warmer or yellow than you’re used to, you can adjust color on
the iPhone 7 display to correct it to suit your preference. Enjoy
your new iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus, and don’t miss some of the
best new iOS 10 features you’ll find on the device. !

1. Power on the new iPhone 7 and go through the typical setup
process of picking a language, connecting to wi-fi, and configuring
preliminary settings!
2. When you get to the “Apps & Data” screen, this is where you
can select your backup to migrate everything over from!

"

' Choose “Restore from iCloud Backup” to migrate using the
previously made iCloud backup!

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2016 MEETINGS

' Choose “Restore from ITunes Backup” to transfer everything
from the iTunes backup, requiring a connection to the computer!
' Let the transfer of everything from the backup complete to the
new iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus!
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on September 7, 2016. tinyurl.com/jf9k723 © The Mac Observer,
Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, & Apple.
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It’s because the iPhone is fundamental to our life experiences and
our technical culture. It’s a device that, remarkably, gets better and
better every year. In other words, it makes no sense to keep that
iPhone 4S because it can still make phone calls. That’s false
modesty. !

Even If You Don’t Need A New iPhone 7, You Should
Still Get One

We flow through the technical timeline and it, in turn, advances us,
our understanding, and our capabilities. That happens in ways we
cannot fully diagnose between September 7th and September 9th. !

By John Martellaro!
The art and science of sizing up the new iPhone each year is a
formidable one, given the time between the announcement and
the window for ordering. Apple provides just enough information to
whet the appetite. However, it’s easy to fall into the trap of thinking
that the state of the art isn’t advancing and decide to save some
money, passing on the iPhone 7. That’s probably not a good way
to go, given Apple’s track record. !

For example, there may be security improvements that have not
yet come to light. Given what we know about the importance of
encryption and personal security, it’s seldom wise to stick with
older hardware. Second, these new cameras will likely enable
photography in ways that will surprise and delight us, but we’ll
have to get our hands on an iPhone 7 by ordering early to discover
that. Third, I’ve been complaining about the external speakers in
the iPhone and iPads for years. Apple has finally fixed that and
made the iPhone 7 water resistant as well. There are more items,
including a better Home button. !

Why You Should Get an iPhone 7
Back in June, I wrote an essay. “Why I’ll be Buying a New iPhone
7.” Nothing has changed since then to alter my feelings. Mindfully,
it’s not just that I write about the technologies that Apple o$ers. I
would always buy a new iPhone. And it’s not because I want to be
the kid on the block with the latest and greatest. !

This is not a question of waiting for something stunning to come
out of Cupertino. This is a question of investing in one’s own
future. !
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Life is too much fun and the technical opportunities with each new
iPhone model are too great to pooh-pooh. If it pleases you, bet on
Apple to have produced a really nice product whose potential can’t
be fully evaluated in the next two days. Still, Apple tries to make it
an easy proposition. (We know there will be yet undiscovered
goodies.) !
Of course, the iPhone 8, the 10th anniversary iPhone in 2017, will
be even cooler. Get that one as well. !

iPhone CPU power over time.
Living the Future
Finally, we’ve seen Apple’s explanation of the 3.5 mm headphone
jack going the way of the dinosaur. This process of technical
advancement is always a painful one. Some observers will feed
their egos by declaring that Apple’s use of the word “courage” is
ridiculous. I’ll simply state that the process, repeated over the
years, is very much always just like this. !
1. Apple makes a dramatic change in technology that obsoletes
old equipment and moves us forward.!
2. Customers and observers complain that Apple is fleecing them.
Change is declared unnecessary.!
3. Years later we look back and wonder what the fuss was all
about. We smile as we regard the old stu$ with nostalgia.!
Finally, as an important reminder from the article I referenced
above: !
Of course, I’m not saying one should be foolish with money. Or
careless in judgment. Family and the responsibilities of life,
perhaps parenthood, always come first. Weighing benefits is
what adults do. That said, an iPhone 6 or 6s can be traded in
for a healthy amount of money, and Apple o!ers really good
payment plans that run about $30/month. Most can do that.
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Bryan Chaffin posted the following articles to MacObserver.com on
September 9, 2016 & September 19, 2016. tinyurl.com/gptzju2 &
tinyurl.com/hzqsfhz. © The Mac Observer Inc. Bryan is the Cofounder
of The Mac Observer & currently serves as Afternoon Editor.

pressed. At this point I’ll iterate that my testing was brief, in a
crowded and noisy room, and cursory. !

Hands-On With iPhone 7 Home Button: Disappointing
Haptic Feedback, Increased Functionality

The second change we’re getting with this new Home Button is
that it measures velocity. This could be very, very cool because it
means not all presses are created equal. Out of the box, iPhone 7
and iPhone 7 Plus allow you to call up Reachability with two light
presses. This is&similar to how older iPhones with Touch ID work,
as noted in the comments below, but the ability to measure&force
could be harnessed in novel ways. !

Change, the Second

By Bryan Cha&n!
Apple had two major changes in iPhone
7 beyond incremental improvements.
The first is the much-talked about lack
of an auxiliary port for headphones, but
the other will e$ect the way we do
things far longer than the transition to
Lightning audio. That’s moving from a
physical Home Button to a touchsensitive, stationary Home Button.
Here’s what I thought about the iPhone
7 Home Button& during my hands-on
session at Apple’s media event. !

Two hard presses also work like two old Home Button presses, i.e.
it brings up your running apps. !
I don’t know what this ability will bring,&but the potential inherent in
this technology&makes the above-mentioned disappointment easy
to live with. !
Third Change
The last major change that comes with iPhone 7’s new home
button is part of iOS 10 itself: the move from swipe-to-unlock to
press-to-unlock. I’ve been using iOS 10 betas for a month. So far,
I’ve found the press-to-unlock transition less-than-satisfying. !

Three Changes in One
We are actually getting three changes in one with the new Home
Button on iPhone 7. The first is the above-mentioned transition
from physical button that moves to a touch-sensitive pad. Apple is
using its fantastic Taptic Engine to make it feel like the button is
moving, even though it isn’t. !

My main problem comes when using the Home Button on my
iPhone 6s to wake up my iPhone to look at Lock Screen
Notifications. Because TouchID 2 is so fast, more often than not I
unlock my iPhone instead of merely waking up the display. It’s
annoying, but I’ve assumed I’m just being slow to adjust. !

In my very limited testing, This element fell short of my
expectations. The feedback you get makes it clear that a press has
been registered, but it didn’t feel like the button was moving. When
compared to the amazing Taptic Engine feedback in Apple Watch,
Apple’s new trackpads, and 3D Touch on iPhone 6s, it was
disappointing. !

This feature is going to play out di$erently on the new Home
Button on iPhone 7, where I suspect it will work far better. Much
testing remains to be done on this front. !
Home is Where the Heart Is
My hands-on writeup seems to focus on the negative, but I’m
actually quite happy with this change. For one thing, I suspect

On those other devices, the haptic feedback utterly fools me. On
iPhone 7’s Home Button, it did not feel like the button was being
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Apple will tweak Taptic Engine use until it feels right. If that
happens, the new Home Button will feel as magical as the other
Force Touch/3D Touch uses feel. !

OCTOBER 2016

When I setup my own iPhone 7 on Friday, September 16th, I had a
completely di$erent experience. Right out of the box, I loved the
way the new Home Button feels. Your mileage may vary, but I’m a
fan. I can’t explain the di$erence, either, but I can say it wasn’t an
issue of “getting used to it.” My opinion was di$erent right out of
the box. !

For another, I’m interested to see what comes out of the force
sensitivity feature in the new Home Button. It could increase
functionality in this button, especially as more of Apple’s iOS
product line adopts this technology. !

Easy as 1, 2, 3

The last factor is that ditching a physical button not only removes
a mechanical feature that can break, it’s part of Apple’s IP67-rated
water-protection. I’ve lost an iPhone to water before. It sucks. It’s
frustrating. That isn’t likely to happen again, and I say giddy-up! !

As noted above, there are three levels of
haptic feedback, labeled 1, 2, and 3. Level
1 is light feedback and level 3 is the
maximum level of haptic feedback you can
get. Personally, I like the 3 setting. I’ve tried
all three levels and kept coming back to
level 3. !

That’s not only good for my devices, it means fewer people
needing Genius Bar appointments for broken Home Buttons and
water damage. That’s fewer people between me and the Geniuses
when I do need help. Again, giddy-up! !

If you want to change your level of
feedback, go to Settings > General and
look for Home Button, as shown below. !

All in all, I think the new buttonless Home Button is a winner,
despite my disappointment with the pre-release haptic feedback.!

Tap Settings > General > Home Button, and
you’ll be presented with the same interface
you get during the setup process, as shown
below. !

How-To Change Haptic Feedback On iPhone 7 Home
Button

Just as was the case during setup, you can
bounce through all three settings and try
them by pressing the Home Button itself.
Once you’re satisfied, tap Done. !

By Bryan Cha&n
iPhone 7 and iPhone 7 Plus comes with a buttonless Home
Button. It features haptic feedback courtesy of Apple’s Taptic
Engine. When you set up a new iPhone 7/Plus, you’re asked to
choose between three levels of haptic feedback. You can change
this whenever you want. Here’s how to do it: !
But First !
I wrote about iPhone 7’s Home Button based on my hands-on time
with the device at Apple’s September 7th media event. I wasn’t a
fan of it then, stressing that it was based on limited time with
iPhone 7 in a crowded and noisy room. !
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Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to his blog, glog.com,
on September 7, 2016. tinyurl.com/hmvg948. He contributes to the
Economist, Boing Boing, MIT Technology Review, TidBITS, & Six
Colors. He is the security and privacy columnist at Macworld.
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produce an image that could be refocused after the picture was
taken.

Two Cameras In iPhone 7 Plus Allow Synthetic Zoom,
Soft-Focus Backgrounds
Apple's latest camera innovation turns photos into data streams
that can be prodded for many di!erent kinds of enhanced results.
By Glenn Fleishman
The new iPhone 7 Plus introduced at Apple's September product
event sports two cameras, set closely side by side, as was widely
rumored. Philip Schiller, Apple’s senior vice president of worldwide
marketing, described the system, which pairs a 28mm wide-angle
lens, just as in the iPhone 7, with a new 56mm telephoto lens.
Apple will release the phone with hardware-based 1x and 2x
zoom, and a software synthesized zoom between the two. An
improved digitally interpolated zoom mode handles images above
2x to 10x. A software update that will ship later will add a Portrait
mode that creates photos that look like they came from much
more expensive digital cameras.!

With two lenses, the iPhone 7 Plus will be able to collect and
synthesize more image data.
At launch, Apple will use the two cameras to allow photos to be
taken with the native 28mm and 56mm cameras, but it will also
synthesize zoom ratios between 1x and 2x by calculating data
from both lenses. These won’t be manufactured images, like a
digital zoom, but will extract and combine data to produce
something likely indistinguishable from a true variable optical
zoom.

Double duty
Two cameras don’t just take two pictures: Their lenses collect data
that software shapes into images or video. Simultaneously
captures allow for a range of possibilities, many of them involving
computational photography, a field that mines image data or
image sensors to produce a photograph as a possible outcome,
rather than a straightforward picture.
The most common use is high-dynamic range (HDR) photography,
available in the iPhone for years, in which pictures taken in quick
succession with di$erent exposure settings are processed into a
single image that has detail in both the brightest and darkest
areas. The most prominent hardware example was the Lytro, a
now-discontinued camera series that computed light rays—the
direction of each captured pixel—and could use that information to

The digital zoom has been improved—and extended to 10x—
because the phone will be able to interpolate missing data by
capturing more information between the two cameras. Digitally
zoomed photos will still look somewhat artificial, but the results
should be substantially crisper and more realistic than singlecamera iPhones.
Portrait mode
Schiller also said that developers worked on an “extra credit”
project that will ship as a free update for iPhone 7 Plus owners
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later this year. This new Portrait mode will simulate “bokeh” (bohkeh), the sharp-focus foreground paired with blurry background
that’s a hallmark of very shallow depth-of-field expensive lenses
and camera systems. “The higher the quality of the bokeh, the
more advanced and higher quality the photo system,” Schiller said.
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This should be just the beginning, regardless of what Apple
chooses to implement in the Camera app. With two cameras with
di$erent lens focal lengths, an iPhone can venture into Lytro
territory, allowing for multiple focus points that can be selected
after shooting. It also opens the potential for a flood of apps that
make interesting use of the two cameras far behind Apple’s built-in
Camera app, given that Apple is also o$ering third-party
developers access to RAW image data and the cameras’ widecolor data.

The iPhone 7 Plus can accomplish this through machine-learning
recognition of objects in a scene, which let it identify people, and
by using images captured from the two cameras, to di$erentiate
focal planes. The result is synthesized, but could appear fairly
realistic.!

Side-by-side cameras made stereoscopic photos and videos
possible. While these are called 3D, they’re created just like our
binocular vision: two slightly separated images that allow us to
reconstruct a receding set of objects and distances. The same
approach allows true 3D scanning of a static object, moving a
camera around it until an app recognizes it has enough imagery to
stitch together a model.
It’s also possible to compute motion details with two cameras
shooting simultaneously and remove blur. That’s right: A photo
seemingly ruined by someone turning their head could be snapped
back into static focus.
Multiple cameras also make it easier to create automatically
stitched 2D panoramas. Apple’s current Camera panorama mode
is fussy and requires a stable hand and careful motion. Two
cameras makes it easier for enough information to be captured
that a photographer can be messier.!

A new Portrait mode will make it possible to achieve e!ects that
have typically been the domain of DSLRs.
The Android-based HTC One M8 introduced in March 2014 had
two cameras and simulated bokeh, which had mixed performance
depending on the scenes in question. Google and Apple’s objectrecognition has improved dramatically in the intervening period. A
pioneer in this field, Marc Levoy, released a proof-of-concept iOS
app years ago, SynthCam, that captured video frames to produce
this e$ect; it’s much more simple with multiple cameras in a single
device. Levoy retired from a professorship at Stanford to go to
work for Google.
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J. D. Biersdorfer posted the following article to the nytimes.com on
September 5, 2016. tinyurl.com/zwc8p66. © The New York Times
Company. She has been answering technology questions for The
New York Times since 1998.
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If you feel up to the tasks yourself, iFixit is one good site to visit
first. Since it began in 2003, iFixit has grown into a large resource
hub that provides free illustrated tutorials for all kinds of gadget
repairs along with discussion forums and a store for buying tools
and replacement parts for many devices. The iFixit store sells
replacement batteries and other parts for just about every iPhone
model ever released, and parts for di$erent Android phones made
by HTC, LG, Motorola, Samsung, and other manufacturers. Parts
and guides for some Windows Phone models are also available. !

Keeping Your Old Phone Alive And Working
By J. D. Biersdorfer

Although you may just get brief installation instructions, the web
has plenty of other sites selling smartphone replacement parts like
front and rear cameras, speakers, iPhone Home buttons and more.
Repair Universe and Global Direct Parts are two such sites.
Amazon also sells smartphone parts and repair kits. !
Operating system upgrades also bring security updates. If your
phone has reached the end of its upgrade life and you are worried
about vulnerabilities, check your app store for a compatible thirdparty security app. !
"
Q. Some of us like our older phones and want to keep them. I
know for many just getting a new battery will be enough, so what
resources are available for those of us who want to keep our older
iPhones, Android phones and other gear going for as long as
possible? !
A. If your older smartphone has aged out of getting the latest
operating system software from its maker, you can still find sites
selling replacement parts and online tutorials to help you maintain
the hardware. However, if the phone is your sole means of
communication and cracking it open to upgrade or fix it makes you
nervous, consider finding a local repair shop or mail-in service with
a fast turnaround to handle the job. !
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on August 24, 2016. tinyurl.com/jnonghh. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, & Apple.
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Alternatively, a troubling thing&I’ve also seen discussed is that we
should not get our hopes up for pleasing interactions, via voice,
with our computers. In this article at TechCrunch, “The new
paradigm for human-bot communication,” the author/researchers
give themselves some serious wriggle room. It’s almost defeatist. !

Siri And Apple’s Machine Learning Are About To Get
A Lot Better

The good news is that the belief that bots must master human
language or replace apps to succeed is false. !

John Martellaro

I soundly reject that notion. Their lack of vision is staggering. !

Siri, as we’ve know her (or him), has been both a blessing and a
frustration. The technology, when it works is brilliant, but when its
limitations are exposed, it can be very frustrating. Our appetite for
a stellar chatbot companion has merely been whetted, and we’re
about to get it. From Apple. On its terms. With privacy. !

The Holy Grail is Holy for Siri !
The whole point of man-machine voice interaction is to completely
duplicate the manner of human-human communication. After all,
our kids will be using them too. Anything less would not be the
result that Apple, legendary for user interfaces expertise, would
want to achieve. The Steven Levy article above rea#rms that goal.
Here’s a great section to ponder. !
So Apple moved Siri voice recognition to a neural-net based
system for US users on that late July day (it went worldwide on
August 15, 2014.) Some of the previous techniques remained
operational+ —+ if you’re keeping score at home, this includes
“hidden Markov models”+ —+ but now the system leverages machine
learning techniques, including deep neural networks (DNN),
convolutional neural networks, long short-term memory units,
gated recurrent units, and n-grams…. When users made the
upgrade, Siri still looked the same, but now it was supercharged
with deep learning. !

A very special article I came across today is a tour de force work
of journalism by the esteemed Steven Levy, “The iBrain is
Here.”&This is must reading for several reasons. !
First, it’s important to understand Apple’s technical approach to
Siri, neural nets, machine learning, artificial intelligence and user
privacy. Second, it’s important to understand that Apple isn’t going
to settle for something half-baked or something that ends up being
too creepy to bear. The article above explains all that and includes
a discussion of Di$erential Privacy to be introduced in iOS 10.
Finally, it’s reassuring to know that, despite the glitz we’ve seen
from other companies like Amazon and Google, Apple is serious,
well positioned and mindful of how this technology will impact
users. Apple is taking a back seat to no one. !

This groundwork is fundamental to Apple’s near term with the
iPhone as well as the future, especially when it comes to
communicating in tense situations with an Apple car (rumored) or
family service robots (hypothetical). !
I expect, given the resources Apple and others are pouring into
this research, a day will come when many of the stilted, fictional
voice interactions with computers we’ve seen in SciFi to date will
seem ridiculous. Right now, they’re often seen as a model to shoot
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for. In ten years, we’ll laugh and laugh till it hurts to see how
primitive our expectations were. !
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But this also has to be done carefully, and Apple seems to sense
that achieving the goal with class, security, privacy and dignity for
customers means a lot more in the long run for human culture than
simply selling more sugar water. !

And we’ll be surprised to see ourselves in a new light. Not with
hubris, eternally superior to the machine. Instead, we may well
come to appreciate how to partner with and learn from this new
intelligence.& It’s going to be a leapfrog a$air that will propel us
both. !

Aptly, Mr. Levy closes with: “Skynet can wait.” "
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Jess Bolluyt posted the following article to cheatsheet.com on
August 27, 2016. tinyurl.com/jrsn!c. © The Cheat Sheet. She is a
Gear & Style Writer and obsesses over everything from social
networks and their data and policies to the latest apps to download
and try out.
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be able to see all of the computers, smartphones, tablets, and any
other devices connected to your wireless router.!
The website of your router’s manufacturer (or the print manual
that’s been collecting dust since you purchased the router) should
include instructions on how to log in to your router,
which&Biersdorfer notes usually requires&typing the router’s Internet
Protocol (IP) address into your web browser, and logging into the
page with the administrator name and password. !

How To Find Out If Someone Is Stealing Your Wi-Fi
By Jess Bolluyt
Suspect that someone other than you and your household is using
your Wi-Fi? Here’s how to figure out who’s connected to your
network | Source: iStock !

You can also find your router’s IP address using text-based
commands on either a Windows machine or a Mac. For instance,
PC users can type “cmd” in the Start menu’s Search box, open the
Command Prompt (cmd.exe) program, and enter “ipconfig” to find
the router’s address, which Windows calls the Default Gateway. Or,
Mac users can find the router’s IP address by opening the System
Preferences icon, clicking the Network icon, and looking at the
number that’s listed next to “Router.”!

If you’re doing your best to improve your Wi-Fi at home, you might
be curious about who’s using your network, and if they’re slowing
it down. It’s possible that your internet provider is just lying about
the speeds that you should really expect on your network, but it’s
also possible that there’s someone other than you (and your
roommates or family members) using your Wi-Fi network. So how
do you find out whether your network feels sluggish thanks to your
household’s Netflix habit or thanks to an unauthorized user
stealing your bandwidth? !

Use an app to scan the network
If you don’t want to bother with logging in
to your router’s administrative page, you
can download an app that will do the
dirty work for you. There are a number of
apps that will scan your network for
connected devices. In fact, your router’s
manufacturer may have its own app, like
Netgear’s Genie, Linkys Connect, or
Apple’s AirPort Utility for iOS.!

The best way to resolve the question is to use one of a few simple
tools to take a look at what’s going on with your network, and to
check whether the devices that are connected to it are ones you
recognize, or ones that look suspicious and can’t be accounted for
when you take stock of the Wi-Fi-connected gadgets in your
home.& Depending on your level of interest and your technical
ability, there are some easy ways to find out. The New York Times’
J.D. Biersdorfer notes& that there are a couple of easy ways to
determine who’s using your Wi-Fi. !

Or, if you don’t like the manufacturer’s software or prefer to find
another option, there are plenty of programs from third-party
developers, apps that are equally capable of lending a bit of clarity
to the assortment of devices that are connected to your network. A
few choices include NirSoft Wireless Network, Watcher, Who’s on
my WiFi for Windows, or the Fing network scanner for Android and
iOS.!

Check$your router’s administrative page
One way to&see what devices are connected to your Wi-Fi network
(and to check whether you recognize all of them) is to log on to
your router’s administrative page and check its DHCP Client Table,
DHCP Client List, or the list of Attached Devices. From there, you’ll

How to use the list to determine who’s using your Wi-Fi
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Once you’ve gotten the app of your choice to show you a list of
the gadgets that are connected to your network, you can
determine which ones are yours, and see if there’s anything
suspicious going on with your network. Your computer should
show up, as well as your smartphone and your tablet (which you’ll
probably be able to identify in the list by the manufacturer’s name).!

that you need to replace your router. There are some other
straightforward ways to improve your Wi-Fi’s performance. But if
those tips don’t solve the problem, you may want to get in touch
with your internet provider and see if there’s a problem that the
company can help you resolve.!

If the list is confusing and the device names di#cult to parse, you
can turn o$ each of your gadgets or disable their Wi-Fi in turn to
figure out their names. It’s possible that all of the devices on the
list will be accounted for, but if you find a device connected to the
network that doesn’t belong to you, you know that someone else
is using your Wi-Fi. It’s possible that the unauthorized user is
connecting to your network only sporadically, so you may need to
perform checks a few times to determine if the device is
responsible for slowing down your Wi-Fi. !

Chris Ho!man posted the following article to ehow.com on
September 24, 2016. tinyurl.com/jnaaw8d. © Demand Media. He is
a technology user & addict living in Vancouver, BC.

Improve Your Home’s Wi-Fi Signal In Five Minutes
By Chris Ho%man

Biersdorfer notes that some “sophisticated network moochers” are
resourceful about disguising themselves while using your
bandwidth. But if you have suspicions about who’s using your
network, or if you’ve noticed that there are more devices
connected than you and your household can account for, then you
should consider changing your network’s password.!
It should go without saying that you should ensure that your
network is appropriately secured, but if your network is already
encrypted and someone is still connecting, then the least you
should do is change your Wi-Fi password immediately. After that,
you should check on the network periodically to ensure that the
only devices on the network are yours. If an unauthorized user
manages to connect to your network again, you should return your
router to factory settings and configure it again from scratch.!

Wi-Fi is just radio waves, and many things can cause interference.
But a strong Wi-Fi signal can give you faster performance and
better coverage distance, so it’s important to properly position and
configure your router for optimal signal strength. I’ll show you how;
it just takes a few minutes. !

If, on the other hand, you determine that no unauthorized users are
connecting to your Wi-Fi network, and you’re still experiencing
problems with the speed of your network, you probably have other
problems to troubleshoot. You should test the speed of your
internet via both ethernet and Wi-Fi, and if your Wi-Fi speed is
much slower than your wired connection speed, that may indicate

Point the Antenna Up
Routers generally have physical antennas that are&adjustable. The
antenna often comes pointed horizontally to fit&the router inside&its
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box. For maximum signal strength, position your router’s antenna
vertically, pointing straight up. If you have two antennas, you won’t
get better performance by pointing them in di$erent directions. !
Position Your Router Properly
Consider where you put your router. If you have a large home or
o#ce, place the router close to&the center to&maximize&coverage. If
you position the router at one end of the building, you may have
poor (or no) signal at& the other end.But keep in mind that if you
already have your router positioned at one end of your home and
the signal strength is just fine on the other side,&you don’t&need to
move it. !

To minimize this, move&your router further away from the other WiFi access points, if you can. For example, if you’re in an apartment
and have a router in the corner of your room, your neighbor’s
router might be right on the other side of the wall. !

For maximum coverage, the router should also be high up. Placing
it on the floor is the worst location possible& – place it on a high
shelf, if possible. !
Don’t place the router on or near large metal objects, such as
metal shelves or filing cabinets. These can block the signal. Metal
or stone walls46-47 can also block Wi-Fi, while wood and plaster
walls won’t cause any problems. !

But the best thing you can do is switch to a di$erent Wi-Fi
channel. You access this option on your router’s settings page —
check your router’s instruction manual for instructions on how to
do that. (If you don’t have the instruction manual, you can almost
certainly find the instructions online.) Locate the Wi-Fi channel
option in the router’s web interface and change it to a di$erent
channel with less interference. !

You might be able to root out other sources of interference. For
example: microwave ovens, 2.4 GHz cordless phones, and 2.4
GHz baby monitors all have the potential to interfere with a Wi-Fi
signal. I’ve personally experienced a Wi-Fi signal to my laptop
dying every time a microwave oven was&turned on. The microwave
oven was in direct line-of-sight between my& laptop and the router.
The solution? Move any one of them so that the microwave isn’t in
between. If you get interference from a cordless phone, you might
want to purchase newer 5.8 GHz cordless phones; these& work on
a frequency band other than Wi-Fi and don’t cause any interfere. !

It might take a little experimentation to find the best one, but you
can get help choosing a Wi-Fi channel using the Wi-Fi Analyzer
app for Android phones and tablets, which will monitor the Wi-Fi
networks near you and recommend the least-cluttered Wi-Fi
channel for your network. Unfortunately, similar apps aren’t
available for iPhone or iPad due to the limitations Apple places on
app developers. !

Choose the Best Wi-Fi Channel

That’s it — all you really have to do is position your router well and
choose the ideal Wi-Fi channel to optimize your network. Of
course, buying a new router that supports modern, improved&Wi-Fi
standards may also o$er you a signal strength and speed boost. !

If you’re in an area with many di$erent Wi-Fi networks — such as
an apartment complex or even just a house close to other homes
— your neighbors’ Wi-Fi networks are probably interfering with
yours. !
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Ai And Humans
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Now, turn the computer-user interface around. Computer software
shapes the Inform interface to represent data in three-dimensional
graphic form. The human user can understand the data by
physically touching and exploring it. This data sculpture can be
made interactive, so that the human user can try out possible
changes, a kind of three-dimensional interactive spreadsheet.!

Sensation Innovation
By Kathy Garges

A new use of Inform, called Transform, automatically changes an
o#ce or household surface to assist human user activity. As a
human user lowers a laptop or opens its lid, a laptop prop pops up
from the surface. With a simple hand signal, the Transform
interface changes among communication modes of shaping,
keyboard or gesture, as needed. Taking the concept a step further,
a flexible band can be re-formed by the human user to create a
smartwatch, a mobile phone or a game controller, instantly
switching input modes from touch/gesture to voice to larger threedimensional motions that match the new band shape.!

Ever thinner and lighter seems to what consumers
demand of technology. But innovators usually
need to start with bigger, heavier, cruder versions of new designs
and then scale them down in the stage of commercial
development. Interface technology is a good example.!
At MIT and Stanford University, haptics developers have been
working on a shape-shifting interface called Inform. Haptics is a
broad term that covers the human perception of touch and sense
of spatial location (proprioception) and actions that use this sense,
such as tool manipulation.!

Haptics technology is not as magical or complicated as it might
seem. It’s based on the simple theory of using actuators to convert
signals into motion. Familiar examples of actuators lower gates
and flash warning lights at railroad crossings, and open retail store
doors as a shopper approaches. Inform has 900 linear actuators.
Sources of energy for haptics are typically electrical, pneumatic
(compressed air) or hydraulic (compressed fluid). The re-formable
watch/phone/game controller uses pneumatic power.!

Inform is a tabletop surface divided into large, square plastic pins,
“physical pixels.” The pins move up and down when manipulated
by human hands, creating a three-dimensional terrain which
converts to a digital image or other information on the computer
screen. The user’s hands sculpt the interface like “digital clay.” For
example, you can experiment with creating an image of your hand
by imprinting it in the pins, similar to the way you might have
experimented with “copying” your hand (or face) on a photocopier.
(Take a look at the photos and videos in the sources listed at the
end of this column to better understand how the interface works.)!

Haptics can use artificial intelligence software to, for example,
keep raccoons and deer out of the retail store. Haptics can also be
part of a complex AI system, such as the use of Inform to model
architectural and urban planning designs.!

Inform may seem mechanical and clunky but it’s incredibly
versatile. Connect a second human user remotely, and the remote
user can collaborate by reaching virtual hands through the screen
to shape the interface. Or, both users can have Inform interfaces
linked to each other, so changes by either user copy to the other’s
interface. Add a physical object, like a small, heavy ball that can
deform the interface by rolling. The ball can be linked to a similar
ball at the remote location (instead of linking the interfaces).!

Human measurements are important in haptics. Design
parameters include sti$ness (feeling of rigidity), surface
temperature and just noticeable di$erence (in distance), among
others.!
Using information about the human sense of touch, haptics
designers can even create false responses or pseudo-sensations.
A new use of the Inform design, called Materiable, programs each
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pin to act independently in response to pressure. The Materiable
function can simulate the physics of real-world materials such as
the rippling of a water surface.!

operation in the dark and under fabric, advantages over a camerabased system, although in its current form it doesn’t seem to have
as much third-dimension range as other haptics designs.!

Haptics concepts suggest that thinner and lighter isn’t always
better. Bulkier, heavier and more complex designs can more fully
use the human sense of touch. The Inform team has experimented
with adding small pins to the edge of a mobile phone. The pins
can be configured temporarily to allow a tactile sense of how far
along you are in reading an ebook, or to create buttons for playing
a game. A German design researcher suggests that our phones
should change weight (shifting center of gravity) and shape, even
pulse in a heart rhythm, to make technology friendlier to our sense
of touch.!

Haptics innovations are the third prong in the recent leap forward
in new materials and physical systems design discussed in recent
columns. Further advances, including designs combining some of
these innovations, could give near-future humans some
sensational sensations.!
Sources and additional information:
Sean Follmer, “Shape-shifting tech will change work as we know
it,” TEDxCERN, October, 2015, tinyurl.com/hukdc3m.!
Krasimir Kolarov, “3D Haptics and Robotics,” HCC Seminar, UC
Berkeley, December 3, 1998, tinyurl.com/jv4jxu4.!

Recent reports in haptics research suggest how large-scale
haptics innovation can be combined with other technologies to
create devices that work e#ciently and unobtrusively but also
more fully use the human sense of touch. Studies have shown that
GPS audio and visual displays, useful as they are to human
drivers, create dangerous distractions that linger as long as twenty
seven seconds. General Motors is developing a safer system that
delivers vibrations to the driver’s temples through smart glasses to
signal upcoming left and right turns and distance to the turn.!

“Actuator,” Wikipedia, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator.!
John Brownlee, “MIT's Latest Tangible Interface? Shape-Shifting
Digital Clay,” Fast Company magazine, May 9, 2016, tinyurl.com/
z4vsy2n.!
Liz Stinson, “MIT’s New Shapeshifting Interface Can Mimic the
Behavior of Water,” Wired magazine, May 25, 2016, tinyurl.com/
hwbgzdw.!
Fabian Hemmert, “The shape-shifting future of the mobile phone,”
TEDxBERLIN, November 2009, tinyurl.com/pdgjvg2.!
“Less-distracting haptic feedback could make car navigation safer
than GPS audio and displays,” Kurzweil Accelerating Intelligence
News, February 15, 2016 tinyurl.com/gopzknn.!
“Amputee feels texture with a ‘bionic’ fingertip,” Kurzweil
Accelerating Intelligence News, March 10, 2016, tinyurl.com/
jfxkndh.!
“You’ll interact with smartphones and smartwatches by writing/
gesturing on any surface, using sonar signals,” Kurzweil
Accelerating Intelligence News,” March 17, 2016, tinyurl.com/
zhspvf7. !

A team of Swiss and Italian scientists has experimented with a
“bionic” fingertip that surgically connects to a human amputee’s
upper arm nerves. The amputee was able to feel textures of rough
and smooth “almost like what I would feel with my hand” as if they
came from “the tip of the index finger of my phantom hand.” The
same technology could eventually create an “artificial touch” sense
in robots.!
Engineers and scientists at the University of Washington have
developed FingerIO which allows smartphone users to
communicate with their devices by writing or gesturing on a
nearby surface. The device speaker emits an inaudible ultrasonic
wave and its microphones receive the waves that bounces back
from the human user’s finger. This sonar communication allows
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